ONLINE USER OPINION SURVEY
Survey and Responses

Downtown Park
Welcome to the online survey for the new park in downtown Royal
Oak.

Thank you for participating in the survey. Your feedback is important.
The current City Hall and police station buildings are going to be demolished and a new City Hall and
police station will be constructed to the east across Troy Street from their current location. The area where
City Hall and the police station now stand will become a new downtown park.
This survey serves as a tool to help the park designers establish the "look and feel" of the future park. It
will help to determine the style and character, as well as determine some of the features that people would
like to see included in the park.
Throughout this survey you will be shown a series of images and asked to choose which image you prefer.
Please keep in mind that these images are being used to represent general design styles, not to choose
specific products. If an instance occurs where you don't like any of the images please do your best to
choose which one would be the most favorable to you.
Thank you.
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Q1 What is your gender
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Q2 Do you live and/or work in Royal Oak
Answered: 874
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Q3 What is your age
Answered: 877

Skipped: 5
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Q4 How important to you is having a park in downtown?
Answered: 867

Skipped: 15
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Q5 How important to you is technology in the park? (wifi, charging
stations, etc.)
Answered: 866

Skipped: 16
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Q6 How important to you are work spaces in the park?
Answered: 867

Skipped: 15
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Q8 How important to you is a multi-use turf area in the park? (open
lawn/artificial turf area)
Answered: 855

Skipped: 27
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Q9 How important to you are fitness areas in the park?
Answered: 854

Skipped: 28
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Q10 How important to you is a place for concerts in the park?
Answered: 848

Skipped: 34
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Q11 How important to you are ecological elements in the park? (rain
gardens, butterfly gardens, wildlife habitat)
Answered: 850

Skipped: 32
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Q12 How important to you are children’s play elements in the park?
Answered: 850

Skipped: 32
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Q13 How important to you is a water feature in the park?
Answered: 846

Skipped: 36
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Q14 How important to you is art in the park?
Answered: 846

Skipped: 36
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Q15 How important to you is space for vendors in the park? (Food trucks,
beer garden, arts and crafts, etc.)
Answered: 846

Skipped: 36
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Q16 How important to you is urban agriculture in the park?
Answered: 830

Skipped: 52
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Q17 How important to you are areas for active recreation in the park?
(volleyball, basketball, pickleball, etc.)
Answered: 833
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Q18 How important to you is an outdoor fireplace in the park?
Answered: 833

Skipped: 49
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19.

On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the lowest and 5 stars being the highest, rate how
Downtown Park
much you like this park.
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Š
Û
Û the lowestŠ
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Û
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Š
highest, rate how much you like this park.
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20.

On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the Downtown
lowest and
5 stars being the highest, rate how
Park
much you like this park.

Q20 On
to 5, 1 star being
and 5 stars being
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Û
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Û
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Š
highest, rate how much you like this park.
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21.

Park
On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the Downtown
lowest and
5 stars being the highest, rate how
much you like this park.
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Š
Û park.
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Q22 On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the lowest and 5 stars being the
highest, rate how much you like this park.
Answered: 810
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23.

Park
On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the Downtown
lowest and
5 stars being the highest, rate how
much you like this park.
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Q24 On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the lowest and 5 stars being the
highest, rate how much you like this park.
Answered: 809
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25.

Downtown Park

On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the lowest and 5 stars being the highest, rate how
much Q25
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Onthis
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26.

On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the lowest
and 5 stars being the highest, rate how
Downtown Park
much you like this park.
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Û
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Š
Û you like thisŠ
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Û
Û
Š
highest,
park.
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27.

On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the lowest
and
Downtown
Park5 stars being the highest, rate how
much you like this park.
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28.

On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 star being the lowest
and 5 stars being the highest, rate how
Downtown Park
much you like this park.
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Š
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29. Which of these parks do you prefer?

Mary Bartelme Park: Chicago, IL

Market Square Park: Pittsburg, PA

Downtown Park

Q29 Which of these parks do you prefer?
Answered: 775
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Q30 Which of these parks do you prefer?
Answered: 778
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31. Which of these parks do you prefer?

Washington Square Park: New York, NY

Cumberland Park: Nashville, TN

Downtown Park

Q31 Which of these parks do you prefer?
Answered: 772
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32. Which of these parks do you prefer?

Pioneer Courthouse Square: Portland, OR

Tanner Springs Park: Portland, OR

Downtown Park

Q32 Which of these parks do you prefer?
Answered: 759
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33. Which of these parks do you prefer?

Perk Park: Cleveland, OH

Superkilen Park: Copenhagen, Denmark

Downtown Park

Q33 Which of these parks do you prefer?
Answered: 774
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34. Select the park that you like the best.
Q34
Downtown Park

Select the park that you like the best.
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Q36 Which of these work stations do you prefer?
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Q37 Which of these water features do you prefer?
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Q38 Which of these plantings do you prefer?
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39. Which of these concert venues do you prefer?

Downtown Park

Q39 Which of these concert venues do you prefer?
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40. Which of these amphitheaters do you prefer?
Downtown Park

Q40 Which of these amphitheaters do you prefer?
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41. Which of these multi-use turf areas do you prefer?

Artificial Turf (Beacon Park, Detroit)

Natural Turf (Farragut Square, Washington DC)

Downtown Park

Q41 Which of these multi-use turf areas do you prefer?
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Q42 Which of these vendors do you prefer?

Downtown Park
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43. Which of these play elements do you prefer?
Downtown Park

Q43 Which of these play elements do you prefer?
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44. Which of these benches do you prefer?
Downtown Park

Q44 Which of these benches do you prefer?
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45. Which of these alternate seating options do you prefer?

Downtown Park

Q45 Which of these alternate seating options do you prefer?
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Downtown Park

46. Which of these tables and chairs do you prefer?
Downtown Park

Q46 Which of these tables and chairs do you prefer?
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47. Which of these stormwater management methods do you prefer?

Surface Treatment: Detention basins, rain gardens, etc. (See and interact with)

Sub-surface Treatment: Vaults, sub-grade infiltration basins, etc. (Out of sight, out of mind)

Downtown Park

Q47 Which of these stormwater management methods do you prefer?
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Downtown Park

48. Which of these lights do you prefer?

Downtown Park

Q48 Which of these lights do you prefer?
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Downtown Park

49. Please rank how much you like these art forms. 1 being your favorite and 4 being

your least favorite?

Downtown Park

Q49 Please rank how much you like these art forms. 1 being your favorite
and 4 being your least favorite?
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Downtown Park

50. Which of these shade structures do you prefer?

Downtown Park

Q50 Which of these shade structures do you prefer?
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51. Which of these pavements do you prefer?

Downtown Park

Q51 Which of these pavements do you prefer?
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Downtown Park

52. Which of these gateways do you prefer?

Downtown Park

Q52 Which of these gateways do you prefer?
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Q53 Are you open to rotating or relocating the Star Dream sculpture to
another location within the park?
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Q54 Are you open to relocating the Veteran’s Memorial to another
location within the park?
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Open-ended Responses

Downtown Park

Q55 If you would like to comment or provide additional input relative to
the look and feel of the future downtown park, please do so in the space
provided.
Answered: 309

Skipped: 573

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I want a mix of grass, trees, plantings. I want it to be casual, relaxing not all concret. A place where
people can sit and watch kids play, look at water feature graba bite to eat.

11/20/2018 1:29 AM

2

I would recommend expanding the park as large as possible to allow for enough space for different
features. It already seems too small of a space. The mixed-use building is taking up too much
space. Need to compare with downtown Birmingham park space, as that seems to be a perfect
size.

11/19/2018 10:00 PM

3

I do not want a park in downtown Royal Oak. It is a waste of tax payers money. We gave plenty of
neighborhood parks. We do not need one in downtown.

11/19/2018 4:07 PM

4

I wish this type of survey would have been made widely available and "talked up" by the City for all
Royal Oak Residents before the decisions were made to develop downtown.... At this point, it feels
pretty insulting....

11/19/2018 2:50 PM

5

How come you have nothing for pet owners?? That is wrong first we have to walk them every day
and they like going outside more then any kid I have meet today. They are members of a families
today how could you miss this. I am single I don't have kids and won't so are telling I won't be
welcome. No drinking foundations for dogs they have that in Birminham. I really shock you have
not included in ANY of design features for dogs, bad sign. People spend more money out with
their dog(s) then kids! Stop trying to make RO a modern city its not and won't be its a post World
War II town embrace the heritage. Geez I hope none of these design are the only ones? Also I
don't see a lot for ADA compliance the blind, disable etc what about them? MORE GREEN
SPACE!!

11/19/2018 2:12 PM

6

Please keep the park free from technology,vendors & anything that doesn't give us a place for
peace & quiet.Downtown Royal Oak has enough bars,coffee shops,etc.,where you can be a tekky
or hear music.Let's have a unique park that is a retreat from the chaos from the city. You can
always go around the corner if you need to be stimulated. When I've been to New York's Central
Park.I love the areas where its just benches w/nature. This park is much too small to start
cramming in all sorts of activities that you can get elsewhere anyway. It will cheapen it & not be
relaxing. Cities need to be progressive w/beautiful green space for the environment & an area that
is finally only nature oriented. There are many water,tree & landscaping themes, that could be
unusual by making it how Royal Oak was in the past. A nature museum w/native greenery,lamp
posts & benches,(a little Greenfield Village like?),that wouldn't look like all the other new parks
coming along! Mixing Royal Oaks green history w/the park would be educational & literally, A
Breath of Fresh Air!

11/19/2018 2:20 AM

7

Why are you spending all of the city’s money on this???? You’re ruining the downtown!!! All of
these high rises are a disgrace. I’m disgusted by the way this city is changing!!!

11/18/2018 9:14 PM

8

Many of the city parks in images are larger spaces than we have in Royal Oak. Due to our limited
space I think we need to look at ways to have multipurpose elements in the design. For example,
play elements that are also sculpture or water feature; green space that that also provides seating,
garden, and water runoff; and work space that also functions as eating space. A nice balance
between structured space without creating a completely paved surface. Some of the images are
really mall areas, not parks by my definition. I prefer that nature look like nature and not be framed
as if it were growing up out of concrete. Balance is key so that the space is inviting to all and not
representative of only a portion of the community. We really could use a covered stage area for
outdoor concerts. Be it a amphitheater or grass seating area, I think the critical part is covering the
stage area. I tried to find images to support this but found that most parks are large and many have
natural water nearby. Ours will be unique to our situation and I hope that the feedback from the
survey helps! Thank you for asking!!!!

11/18/2018 11:38 AM
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9

As you can see from my answers....I'm very old fashioned. I like wood picnic tables, brick
walkways, grass, trees, flowering plants. No Art...a park should be Nature's Art work. I did not
answer some questions because I did not like any of the selections.

11/18/2018 11:36 AM

10

Please consider including recreation equipment (play structure, water feature) for children and
teens with disabilities.

11/18/2018 10:04 AM

11

Ensure that technology such as charging stations, solar, power sources, sound, preparation for a
projection area (outdoor community movies, sing alongs etc) are well intergrated. Try to avoid a
full blown hard scaped dedicated ampatheater bandshell. Takes up a lot of space for the amount of
utilization it will receive. Instead, create the hardscape “elevation” for the stage with soft scrape
behind it with the necessary power etc but keep the large open spaces in front of it. This way a
large height structure will not detract from the overall appearance of the park like setting. It’s not a
paved Italian piazza, please avoid massive water fountains. Keep water features to ground level
meandering streams or modern elevated water ways with drops for natural water fall ambiance by
seating areas.

11/18/2018 9:14 AM

12

Play structure at Jimmy John’s Field is great. Kids of a wide range of age could play on it. Would
be nice to have a Biergarten type feature close to play structure where parents and kids can both
have fun Like the vibe at campus Martius park (beach, games, restaurant, concert areas)

11/18/2018 9:11 AM

13

Outdoor performance stage - bandshell - is a top priority for me. A summer concert series would
attract a huge number of visitors to our downtown.

11/18/2018 7:44 AM

14

Clearly the lark needs to be named Jim Rasor Park. Please leave the foods trucks out. Too tacky.
This is a park not a restaurant. A water feature would be nice. Please look at the park in
downtown birmingham, very nice. Hopefully we have a few businesses left after the park is
constructed. Uou guys really ruined the town with the parking garages. Maybe lesve some spaces
around the park like in bitmingham?

11/18/2018 1:13 AM

15

Please keep the plans modest

11/17/2018 9:41 PM

16

I would love to see a dog park :) Thank you for allowing us to voice our opinion! I’m so excited for
the new space

11/17/2018 9:06 PM

17

Thanks for seeking our input! We are so excited for this new park. We’d be happy to help with a
community garden and my husband loves the idea of a beer garden. We want a place to take our
friends in the summer for concerts and events and would love there be spaces for kids to play!
Thanks!

11/17/2018 8:10 PM

18

Being that this is a total waste of money and it is going to built regardless. It should be a park that
reflects more of a nature scene. Too many large buildings are being put up that look like crap. We
need to block the view of these as much as possible. Don't get cute with the layout. A park should
be a way of escaping "god" wanna be architects that want more to leave an impression of how
"great" they are as opposed to designing something that looks natural.

11/17/2018 6:34 PM

19

Frankly, we need a surface lot for Farmer's Market. The two new civic buildings will leave little
parking there. NO ONE is going to haul purchases to a parking deck, drop them off, go back to the
market, get more purchases, and walk back to a deck. That's my first comment. I'd rather have
parking that will help Farmer's Market thrive, than a park. But that's not going to happen, is it? It
has already been decided for us that we'll have a park. . So, if we are going to have a park there,
put in some grass, brick paving, preserve Star Dream, preserve the veteran's memorial, put in
some moveable chairs and tables. Add another interesting water feature if you want. Make it a
passive green area to give residents respite from the nearby tall, ugly, concrete parking decks and
office buildings. Wireless? Well, you can pick it up from the library if you're sitting outside. I used to
pick up the library's wireless system as I sat near Star Dream on that peaceful little plaza that's
now dwarfed by an ugly parking structure. So, we don't need additional wireless. We've already
got it there. Work stations? No thanks. Let the employers in those new concrete buildings
downtown provide an outdoor work space for their employees. Or they can have them head to the
tiny park next to the parking deck on Center street and work there. No amphitheater either. We've
had music on the library lawn for many years and didn't need an amphitheater. The Oakland
County mobile stage worked just fine.

11/17/2018 5:56 PM

20

Maintenance of park elements should be high on the list of criteria when picking the different
elements.

11/17/2018 3:51 PM
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I think it is very important to incorporate grass and inviting landscaping. Natural water features
would also be very desirable. We have very few ponds or natural waterways in Royal Oak. A small
pond or stormwater management feature that could attract frogs, ducks, turtles, etc. would be a
nice little gift of nature in the middle of the city. Comfortable and inviting seating (ex. not concrete
seating or minimalist metal chairs) with umbrellas would be a nice place for having lunch, reading
a book or working outdoors. Another idea is to also incorporate sling beach chairs on the lawn.
There is a park in Detroit that has sling beach chairs and we love that space to sit and relax.
Also,canopies and strings of Edison lights would create a great ambiance. It would also be nice to
have small, nicely design vendor spaces (like you see in some of the Detroit parks) that vendors
could rent. I have 3 children and it is really important to have a place to take the kids to play
downtown. Currently, there is only so much you can do outside while in downtown after you've
been to a restaurant and walked around a bit. It would be wonderful to have a community park
where kids can run and play. A play feature in the park is paramount. It doesn't have to be a
traditional play structure, but something that kids can still climb/play/slide on. It is also important
that the play feature can be used the majority of the year (as opposed to a splash pad which has
very limited use time). A sand area (like in Campus Martius) would also be wonderful to have. Kids
and adults alike can relax and dip their toes in the sand. This would be another great place for
beach chairs. :)

11/17/2018 11:59 AM

22

I want to see as much green space as possible!!!! Due to the fact that we do not have year round
warm weather, the work space idea is not useful. I also believe this only meant for the city
employees, not residents. A large amount of residents do not work in downtown nor do they have
the option of working from a location like this. I feel that the residents are not getting what they
want and most of this project is geared toward the city employees. Please listen to the residents!!!!

11/17/2018 11:31 AM

23

I do not like the idea of food trucks - there are already enough places to get something to eat and
go sit in the park. I think food trucks would cause restaurants to be upset and maybe bolt.
Permanent food trucks are not a good idea. However I like the idea of small food carts i.e. hot dog
cart, ice cream cart etc. I also like the idea of a kids play area. I do not like the idea of Basketball
courts in the middle of the City. I like a mixture of grass and cement, old and new.

11/17/2018 8:04 AM

24

My preference is grass, trees, play area and water area. I was in France earlier this year and was
impressed with one of their areas. There were several restaurants along the street which had take
out food and a few tables outside. The main attraction was a block long grass area with trees,
pathways and tables for dining, meeting friends etc.across the street. There were a few musicians.
There were no food trucks or vendor carts taking up park space. People either bought their food in
the shops or brought their own.

11/16/2018 10:17 PM

25

Thank you for allowing us to have our opinions and input. nina

11/16/2018 9:12 PM

26

Thank you for seeking citizen input.

11/16/2018 8:47 PM
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27

A prefer a bit traditional. Lots of natural lawn. A fountain or sculpture would be good, preferably
one that does not look like it is from the 23rd century. Royal Oak has been shy on summer
concerts. Let's use this opportunity to set up a venue, but one not taking up a lot of space - I don't
want permanent venue seating to take up too much space. Trees are nice, with other green
landscaping, for me, to be a real 'park'. Let this be an oasis in what is becoming a concrete jungle.
Just putting in a lot more 'concrete' fixtures and extensive paths does not make it an oasis, it just
looks like part of the city with more lawn. While I understand the need to accommodate younger
people with 'workstations', let us keep that to a single area, or in some way make it peripheral. Let
those of us who want to sit and get some feeling of peace have a place or section where those
who 'work' in the park are a bit sequestered from those of us who do not want to listen to incessant
keyboard clicks and business calls. Birmingham did a nice job with their park expansion - just
leave out the architectural accent black granite bowling bowls. If you take that type of design, and
make it slightly more 'urban' to fit what I see as the difference between Birmingham and Royal
Oak, I think we will do fine. Another re-do in the area is the Warren civic park. I'm not sure it it was
intended to be a park, if so, it does not offer enough green space. If it was intended as a civic
center for water play and ice skating, and that sculpture they did is very clever, then they did well. I
point this out as we have to decide if this is an 'oasis park' or not. I obviously prefer the oasis, with
some other features built toward the edges so they don't seem to take over the whole park or
make it seem like it has only one utilitarian purpose. Let's have a bit of freedom to roam and take in
some 'green'. Oh, by the way, I hate it when architects cut down mature trees because they don't
fit the scale of their new development. This happened in Birmingham, and I feel it was a shame. I
don't think we are dealing with many trees here, but please keep the maturing vegetation around
the library, and the large evergreens to the north of the front of the present City Hall. Keep in mind
the largest evergreen was for years the city's official Christmas tree. I think you would get some
bad press for not retaining it for that purpose, or retain it because it represents a link with the city's
past.

11/16/2018 2:24 PM

28

I like the idea of mixing modern with traditional...giving the park an evolved look, like the rest of
downtown Royal Oak.

11/16/2018 1:57 PM

29

Wow … so many decisions and I'm so happy that the city is considering EVERYTHING! Thank
you. I think a water feature is very important. A place to rest, work and talk. AND … as shallow as
this is … there needs to be spaces that people can Instagram and create a "social media"
moments (and I'm old saying this). I hear young people choose locations based on where they can
get great pictures.

11/16/2018 12:32 PM

30

Just make sure any workstations are covered in consideration of sun (heat, sunburn) and rain.

11/16/2018 11:27 AM

31

The area between City Hall and the Famers' Market should be a curb less street design. There will
be limited parking options in the area. With the majority of people parking in the new parking
garage and walking over to Farmer's Market, City Hall, etc., pedestrians should be prioritized in
designing this area. Curb less streets make drivers feel like they are in an alley or driveway they
shouldn't be driving down. When driver are uncomfortable they will drive slower and more
cautiously, thus safer for pedestrians. Also, curb less streets have a more modern look to them,
and look more attractive to pedestrians to walk down.

11/16/2018 10:58 AM

32

More shade trees, particularly native and pollinator friendly. Plant grass with low-blooming meadow
flowers for pollinators. No use of pesticides; herbicides. Meditative walking trails.

11/16/2018 1:28 AM

33

I would like the Park to look unique and artistic.

11/15/2018 6:42 PM

34

I would like to see more trees and grass, but since it is next to the building that Henry Ford
Hospital staff and patients will be using, perhaps you should ask for their input because they will
probably use it more than anyone who doesn't live in downtown Royal Oak. I don't see it as meant
for the majority of Royal Oak residents. Who wants to pay for parking just to sit in a park.

11/15/2018 6:15 PM
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Don't forget that this is Royal Oak, famous for its tree tunnels. We're not famous for our wide open
spaces and fake turf. We have history, and would like to keep that here, but with modern elements
that makes it useful. We have a huge opportunity to repurpose natural materials, and use natural
elements to our advantage; as opposed to turning this into a futuristic park. Also, please don't
forget that half our year is winter, and this park with be covered in snow & ice. I don't want millage
proposals to be fixing it, and if we're going to invest all these resources, it should be kept in mind
how long the cold weather & precipitation season is. There are many elements like rain gardens,
shaded parks, fitness parks, and Fourth Street lined with traditional poles, and it would nice to keep
the same type of and style of new elements cohesive into the park. Build a park true to Royal Oak,
and don't try to do to much to make it into a park that's not reflective of its community. Enhance,
don't overpower. We have a strong art community here too. And as a woman, safety MUST be
kept in mind. Lighting and emergency towers have got to be available. You can close a park with a
sign at sunset, but that doesn't stop people from walking through or into it. Don't make it a trap.

11/15/2018 3:40 PM

36

-Local artists for any art - be bold -Natural vs artificial turf? The general population has no idea
which is better or worse so educate us. -No soccer fields anywhere ever -Don't use already
overused elements - ie the white big-top tent looking shade structure like the Phoenix Center or the
Detroit transit center -Be creative - don't just build another cookie cutter park with all of the same
elements as every other park has. -Plants/trees that will be interesting throughout all seasons Water feature - maybe a waterfall? you get interest, plus a cool sound - there are some interesting
ones in NY https://ephemeralnewyork.wordpress.com/2014/08/25/hidden-waterfalls-in-the-tinyparks-of-turtle-bay/ -integrate music into the design (with things that create natural sounds, not just
noise) https://www.cityofcaldwell.org/play/parks/musical-art-park -Be conscious of cool shadows
that art can create... -Play with light! It can be so interesting and fun...in the ground, in seating,
uplighting, colors that change, etc. -Don't make the park just for kids with weird bright colored play
equipment or tacky splash pads; -Provide natural play areas instead that are perfectly integrated
with an overall plan.

11/15/2018 11:39 AM

37

The new tall buildings and especially the wasteful parking structures will create a enclosure more
than a park. A park should be open and sunny, not a boxed in area shaded by tall structures. The
poor planning on behalf of the city in allowing these awful structures and then to offer up a tiny
park to offset the ugliness that is now downtown Royal Oak is insulting.

11/15/2018 11:07 AM

38

I am wondering if Troy St. will be closed when the park is completed. To me it will take away from
the park and the farmers market to have a street dividing the area

11/15/2018 8:51 AM

39

Artificial turf and grass should never be presented as interchangeable. A living plant has no
similarity to plastic regardless of color. Any other surface would be preferable to artificial turf.
Thank you for all the work you put into this survey. Please don't build any more parking structures.
I've never met anyone who likes them.

11/15/2018 5:45 AM

40

More focus on things that promote physical interaction. Less on charging stations and reasons to
immerse ourselves in our technology and work. Yes on things that encourage active lifestyles.
Would have been cooler to see a project like this take place before the dumb idea of making Main
Street littered with pointless medians and bike lanes. Truth is, we’re in Michigan. Weather is only
good to walk/bike downtown for about 4 months out of the year. Even when it’s nice, nobody will
want to walk 1+ miles to go do something downtown

11/14/2018 11:10 PM

41

No Kid Shit. More Cat Shit.

11/14/2018 10:20 PM

42

Plant as many trees as possible to provide shade and clean the air. Natural paths.

11/14/2018 9:25 PM

43

Downtown RO needs more real green space and natural shade-not AstroTurf, “bumpy grass” or
ultra-modern canopies like the sails in Eagle Plaza (which in my opinion is a very poorly executed
attempt at a small urban public space). Downtown Royal Oak has lost a great deal of its charm
and character over the past 20 years and hasn’t become a mishmash of generic concrete and
glass. A warm, inviting, useful, natural green public space-with lots of grass, trees and
landscaping- is badly needed. Don’t let the people involved in creating Eagle Plaza have anything
to do with this project.

11/14/2018 6:15 PM

44

I would love to see some kind of water feature that was kid-friendly like a splash pad or water
element that kids can interact with in the warm months but is pleasing to the eye for adults.
Fountains, springs, and and sand would be great!

11/14/2018 4:38 PM

45

The park should be a simple open space with lawn and no fixed objections that limit its use. Shade
trees and other fixed objections can be on the perimeter.

11/14/2018 4:23 PM
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46

I would like the park to be a place where people can go and sit and visit. It shouldn't be a children's
play park, neighborhoods have those. The one small play display that was shown would be ok,
And I would like it to be green, like nature - not a lot of cement - easy on the eyes and spirit. A
relaxing place in the middle of the City.

11/14/2018 3:28 PM

47

High on Priority list should be Lots of shade, green space, seating areas, and a place for kids to
play

11/14/2018 2:15 PM

48

Dog usage should be limited to avoid the obvious.

11/14/2018 2:07 PM

49

Many of my choices were decided on (what I perceive) lower maintaining and maintenance. We
are fortunate to have many parks in Royal Oak with activity areas...it would be nice to have the
downtown park be more a respite or relaxing place to gather or just sit with your Hermann's bakery
goodie from the Farmer's Market.

11/14/2018 1:55 PM

50

The park should be for the city. Not for kids. Not for businesses. Not for families. Not for concerts.
Not for vendors. Give us a park that can host all those things but not look like any of them. Not look
like a playground. Not look like a backyard. Not look like a workspace. Not look like a picnic area.
But look like Royal Oak.

11/14/2018 1:50 PM

51

Maggie Daly in downtown Chicago is both a destination for tourists and used by locals. I
recommend looking there for examples of usable space.

11/14/2018 1:23 PM

52

The new park must have what downtown Royal Oak is missing: Greenery (trees, etc) Water (pond,
stream, fountains) Play center for children

11/14/2018 10:05 AM

53

1. BIAS has already been created refering to the project as a 'park'. It should be called a city
center or town square. 2. Please no children's playscape. There are enough in our neighborhood
parks. 3. Main attraction should have the 'COOL FACTOR'. 4. Please NO SPONSORS. The city
will sell out the residents. 5. Build additional parking BELOW street level. NO MORE PARKING
STRUCTURES!!! 6. Install astro turf and minimal grass. This is not a dog park. 7. Implement ideas
that convey ECOLOGY.

11/14/2018 10:03 AM

54

Kid friendly Water features Outskirt area for food trucks with sitting area Don't get away from the
Royal Oak feel- not super modern

11/14/2018 9:41 AM

55

Thank you so much for this opportunity. I am so very excited to enjoy this with my family and my
kiddos.

11/14/2018 8:22 AM

56

Please emphasize nature, sociability and a year-round place to be; and, deemphasize the built
environment (an ample amount of which surrounds and is easily visible from the park).

11/14/2018 7:45 AM

57

Please make sure there are drinking fountains in the park - as a runner it’s one of the best
features available during the summer!

11/14/2018 7:01 AM

58

Please make sure it looks like a "park" and not like a giant area of concrete. I am supportive of this
project, but I think there is an amount of public trust that has become diminished by the slowness
of the Normandy Oaks project coming together and the allegations that this park deal was
obtained through unethical means. If a "park" ends up being just a big concrete square where
sometimes office workers eat their lunch, I think it will be disappointing to most citizens -- we need
to be able to recreate there, play with our children there, make it easy for our seniors to walk there,
etc.

11/14/2018 6:28 AM

59

The aesthetics of the entire project, from the new parking structure to the existing court house
could be greatly enhanced; and the green space of the new park expanded if Troy Street were
permanently closed. Plans call for the temporary closing of Troy during certain special events. If
such closing would not be detrimental to traffic flow and public safety, why not close it for good?
The existing pavement might be partially covered with brick pavers in a serpentine pattern from
south to north. It would be wide enough to permit out-going emergency equipment to navigate the
route in a straight line. These vehicles would be answering calls to the north and north-east only.
They would return to station via alternate routes. Signage would warn of an emergency route and
flashing lights activated at the approach of fire equipment. As an added safety concern, we can
expect major east-west foot traffic with children playing in close proximity to Troy Street. Do we
really need to divide this beautiful project in half with an asphalt scar? I will continue my campaign
to rally residents to this point of view and pray you find my proposal worthy of consideration.

11/14/2018 3:38 AM
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elevation changes stairs or otherwise to sit would be a big hit and help noise with an amphitheater,
in my opinion. focus on music, food, adult beverages, art/architecture, perhaps an interactive
water feature. fire or warm for the seasons. Be cautious with artificial turf if you're going to have
trees etc in the vicinity, it will not hold up well as it drops debris and grows weeds... i know, i've had
it for >10 years. thanks!

11/14/2018 2:40 AM

61

Keep the park as simple and flexible as possible.

11/13/2018 11:57 PM

62

I would love a water feature of some sort. We have no water displays in royal oak and it’d be my
#1 request. I don’t think a kids park downtown is the best use of space. I would vote for something
with clean lines and native plants and water. A design that will be timeless and look good as the
city grows and matures.

11/13/2018 10:50 PM

63

Green oasis as a relief from and contrast to surrounding concrete and buildings. Trees, trees,
trees. Natural elements. Already too many heat-generating elements from surrounding materials.
Place to escape from work and bustle of city. Think: oriental gardens at Cranbrook. Natural
beauty, water, bridge, plantings, rock garden elements for kids to climb on. Calming place, yet
communal. Natural seating areas (rocks) and benches to sit on. It would be bold to invite nature
back to our city in such a green , serene and classic way. Plans you have here are cookie cutter
places with yet more concrete without charm. Why not take initiative and become a green city—
more trees, more rain gardens, green roofs, streets lined with trees, plants. A walkable inviting city.
That would distinguish royal oak from surrounding suburbs. What made RO popular in the first
place? Cool, low profile town with tree lined streets and cool little stores. Balance the high density,
uninspired building that’s going on with some unique alternative green spaces to salvage some of
Royal Oak’s past charm and make it a green city of the future.

11/13/2018 10:32 PM

64

Please preserve the farmer’s market! It is a Royal Oak institution. I much prefer the design of
Campus Martius park to Hart Plaza. Campus Martius has a design that seems to bring people
together (mobile tables, mix of grass and artwork, space for vendors that is part of the park). Hart
Plaza is a concrete jungle that no one really wants to visit. Would love to see water feature mixed
in with vegetation.

11/13/2018 10:17 PM

65

Would like an ice skating/roller skating rink.

11/13/2018 9:38 PM

66

No wild areas? No non-pesticide, free plantings, ie wildflowers? Not enough trees. Not enough non
chemical treated, non paved space. This is Royal Oak. We were named after a TREE. Where are
the oaks? Where are the trees? Very sparse designs. I lived in Washington DC area - Virginia- for
several decades but I was born and raised in Royal Oak. I'm very sad to see you are trying to turn
it into Just another crowded overbuilt city. I don't have any pictures but try looking at Rock Creek
Park in DC area. It has tons of trees, greenery and rec areas. That's a park. Your designs are not.

11/13/2018 9:37 PM

67

Prefer as much greenery as possible with trees and some water elements. Prefer to not has space
that becomes another space for food trucks, concerts and such. We have ENOUGH of this between Farmers Market, ABE, Clay and Glass we have enough lively events that draw in
thousands of people. I'm looking for something that's a bit calming, a respite in the town. Some fun
elements for kids but not another play park. Folks can get a book at the library and find a place to
sit down. Grab a coffee and lunch and sit on the grass. Something for the citizens of RO to enjoy.

11/13/2018 9:26 PM

68

Thank you for asking for input. I look forward to the developments in Royal Oak. We have lived
here 10 years and are so happy in this great town!

11/13/2018 8:55 PM

69

I feel that this new park, while being open to the arts and having opportunities for people to work
and play in a safe but public environment, should still have a good balance of what a park should
be; that is to say, a green space with plenty of natural vegetation. Thank you for asking for our
input before making your decisions.

11/13/2018 8:48 PM

70

dog friendly, please

11/13/2018 8:33 PM

71

I would like to see the most durable, functional and economical materials chosen. I would like the
park to be most usable for the most people the most times of the year. An amphitheater seems like
it would be too much of an occasional-use structure to make a main focus of the park or to invest
in.

11/13/2018 6:28 PM

72

Remember to consider the maintenance of the park in all four seasons. Keep it simple.

11/13/2018 4:40 PM

73

A play area and splash pad are a must! I love the trees and walking trail idea (think mini forest) . A
large pond where we could ice skate in the winter would be great.

11/13/2018 3:36 PM
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No open spaces for vagrants, non residents, convicted law breakers, drunks, drug users or
otherwise disruptive persons to "squat" or solicit day or night. Lots of lighting. Lots of refuse bins.
Lots of green...real green. Rules of behavior posted for visitors Ample police patrol@!!. NO OPEN
SPACE DRUG USE, POT USE, LOCATE AND LABEL AN ENFORCED SMOKING AREA, Keep it
safe for ALL ages. Children must be supervised.

11/13/2018 3:21 PM

75

I like the look of modern elements, however with warmth sprinkled in, such as wood accents and
greenery. I see it more as a gathering place to meet up with people, mingle, and hold community
events, rather than individual workspaces, etc.

11/13/2018 2:57 PM

76

I definitely like the star dream but since so much is changing it wld be better to put it somewhere
where it makes sense among all the changes. Gas lights would be awesome! Good drainage
should be important for the lawn areas so that it will dry quickly after rains and can be used again
quickly Hills and changing grades will make it interesting Trees or mounts for hammocks Lockers
for items that you may bring to work with but then want to relax or play later A good mix of classic
and/or natural themes with modern amenities If it was big enough it would be cool to hav a place
to rent paddle boats

11/13/2018 2:53 PM

77

Natural surfaces Food trucks and their trash out of park

11/13/2018 2:32 PM

78

Thanks for making participation so important in your process.

11/13/2018 2:22 PM

79

For adults/work, not kids/play

11/13/2018 2:13 PM

80

Favorite SE MI park is Booth Park in Birmingham because it has great kid structures, an artificial
sledding hill, a maze-like sculpted plants. But to one up it, Royal Oak could add a water sprinkler
play area, a water misting station, and a put put golf area

11/13/2018 1:51 PM

81

Would really like to see natural elements for children's plays. Natural grass hills, logs, stone slides,
rock climbing. Dow gardens park in Midland is a great example

11/13/2018 1:36 PM

82

When choosing benches, please do not choose benches that are openly hostile to the homeless
community. Our park should be inclusive of all people, and not shun people who are in need of
help.

11/13/2018 1:29 PM

83

This city spends money like a drunk sailor.

11/13/2018 1:24 PM

84

Effective shade will be very important as one goes on. Not sure these choices reflect the future
need or if thAt will be considered in the final plan.

11/13/2018 1:24 PM

85

I’d like to see plenty of trees and other shade structures in the park. Natural elements would be a
nice addition to the concrete jungle that is being built downtown.

11/13/2018 1:14 PM

86

Please no standing water! It is a breeding ground for bugs and a danger to those who might
drown. Also, please consider the architectural style of downtown and use similar finishes and
styles. This park should not look different in character from its surroundings.

11/13/2018 1:05 PM

87

Way to much concrete. Prefer more natural setting. NOT IN FAVOR OF THIS WHOLE PROJECT,
EXCEPT THE POLICE DEPT MOVING NEXT TO COURTHOUSE. This mayor and city
commission has ruined RO. Possible exception: Randy L. Leaving city ASAP! They can have it.

11/13/2018 12:50 PM

88

We have a great tradition in this country of urban squares, plazas and parks as defining features of
a community. This tradition seems to have been ignored or suppressed in these images in favor of
the latest trends. We should strive to build a square or park which feels like it has been a part of
our community from the beginning. Please look up: Schenley Plaza (Pittsburgh PA), Village Green
(Bar Harbor ME), Centerway Square (Corning NY), Central Square (Keene NH), Market Square
(Alexandria VA), Cesar Chavez Plaza (Sacramento CA).

11/13/2018 12:15 PM

89

Please keep it green/natural plantings/shade trees/organic and few hard/paved/unnatural
permanent elements.

11/13/2018 12:09 PM

90

RESTROOMS SHOULD BE LOCATED WITHIN THE PARK. INTEGRATING FEATURES FOR
ALL AGE GROUPS IS ESSENTIAL. THE DESIGN OF THE PARK SHOULD BLEND WITH AND
COMPLEMENT THE SURROUNDING AREAS. STRUCTURES SHOULD BE MADE OF
NATURAL MATERIALS THAT CAN WITHSTAND USE AND THE ELEMENTS. PLANTINGS AND
GREEN SPACE ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO ME TO OFFSET THE URBAN LANDSCAPE.

11/13/2018 11:47 AM

91

Thanks for putting together this survey! Generally, I'm fond of greenery and trees, shaded areas,
water, and perhaps a place for local concerts. I'm sure it'll turn out great.

11/13/2018 11:46 AM
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My preference it to keep a park with natural landscaping as much as possible Do not create a
concrete covered area. The downtown is already by nature a large concrete landscape. A park
should be a place to observe some greenery where you can relax and reflect. Making it a concrete
outdoor work area defeats that purpose.

11/13/2018 11:12 AM

93

I like the ideas proposed. I think a modern look while keeping some classic touches would be a
great look for the city.

11/13/2018 11:11 AM

94

Shain Park in Birmingham was really well done and would love to see a general relative design
created similar to that model. Also - Please take into consideration the changing demographics of
Royal Oak (i.e. more young families, etc.). I do believe a water feature should be incorporated but
not necessarily an "interactive water feature". i.e. - Splash pad, etc. I believe it should be more of
the traditional fountain, etc. as we just put in a function specific splash pad at Normandy (as you
know) and it much more conducive and convenient to that park relative to a downtown park, etc.

11/13/2018 11:10 AM

95

These opinions are good as a starting point but I don't think we should design the park solely to
deliver the amenities and styles respondents choose. We lay people don't know what we don't
know about public spaces. I'd like the city to choose an innovative architect to give us something
astonishing -- something we never could have imagined. I think of Grant Park in Chicago. Not that
that's right for us, but it's breathtakingly right for that space and that city. This survey doesn't
adequately address the role of food and beverage in an urban public space but I think they are
essential. Every square and plaza in France and Italy has sidewalk cafes. Central Park in NY has
hot dog carts. There should be a variety of price options. There's supposed to be a restaurant in
the new office building with outdoor seating but if it's expensive we will do a disservice to some
park users.

11/13/2018 11:00 AM

96

Tall oak and maple trees. Shade trees. Natural, local flowers, shrubs and tall bushes. Natural
grass. Natural stream also, and a pool and fountain like in Detroit Zoo. It can get very hot in the
summer so features like these to keep areas and people cooler. Seating on benches and grass
under trees and white billowing canopies like the big canopies over Chene Park in Detroit. Seating
on smallish concrete areas too for those who don't want to sit on the grass and those who want a
little sun. No runoff going into our sewers. The Washington Square, NY park is nice because of
the mature trees and correct sized concrete and fountain area - not too big and not too small. Don't
want a huge open grass park that is maintained with lawn mowers and weed whackers and leaf
blowers going all the time. As little maintenance needed as possible. Nothing more annoying than
loud landscaping equipment. Break it up with different sized plantings from full sized trees to lilac
bushes to roses and tulips and big hydrangea bushes. Clean, maintained rest rooms. Lighting at
night for strolling, powered by solar. A smallish bandstand is okay but everything doesn't have to
be big and grand. Some mounding for small scale sledding for 3-5 aged kids. Somewhat easy to
cross from one side to the other for those walking to get somewhere. Natural plantings along
sidewalks. A smaller Central Park in NYC as a model or a smaller Boston Gardens. Did not like
the images you provided of parks that are just big grass and cement parks.

11/13/2018 10:50 AM

97

In my experience, one of the primary uses of this park space is to honor our veterans. It is a space
used for speeches and choirs to sing. The stairs at the library triple as risers for performing groups,
seats for audiences and functions to get people into and out of the library. I believe that this
proposed park should continue to offer space for this as a primary function. Introspective and
respectful. Royal Oak Citizens have paid for improvements to the monument area in the past. It is
important to them. The idea of an amphitheater near the monuments is a good one. Let the form
follow this current function. Remember that this is Michigan. Brick pavers are not the best idea for
any snow removal. Make it practical. Safe for it’s citizens and visitors, and easy for city employees
to keep it clean. Lastly, it would be a great space for art fairs. Move the art fairs off of Washington
or Main Streets. When designing the spaces and walk ways, think of 10 by 10 foot booths fitting
into the scheme of the landscape. Thanks for listening. The picture below is from Shain Park in
Birmingham MI near their Municipal Building.

11/13/2018 10:49 AM

98

I want a multi use more natural setting,with common sitting areas and walking paths. I am
concerned that any kind of water feature will be used inappropriately by adults and bar patrons. A
play area for families and children is very important to me. Something unique, fun and different for
families to enjoy and children to run and play. Sitting areas for gathering, reading, enjoying a meal
are important too. I work at the Royal Oak Library and live in the city, raised sons here and now
being my granddaughters downtown too, I want a park for all age groups.

11/13/2018 10:39 AM

99

A play space for children, an interactive water feature, green space, and concert venue are the
most important features. I have zero use for food trucks. We can continue to host them at
Farmer’s Market and we have both a plethora of restaurants as well as a rat problem in the
downtown neighborhoods. No more food and liquor!!

11/13/2018 10:36 AM
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What an exciting feature to our downtown. Can't wait to see how it turns out! But honestly, none of
this will matter if there isn't some sort of police presence...we have often felt unsafe with too many
vagrants. And it would be awesome if smoking was limited to a certain area. Thank you for this
awesome survey!

11/13/2018 10:12 AM

101

Like it to look more modern than historical. More natural setting then formal. Definitely places to sit
that are not on ground.

11/13/2018 10:01 AM

102

Will there be public toilets?

11/13/2018 9:54 AM

103

I am more concerned about affordable parking in area for access to library, park etc then to all
these gaudy accessories in the park. And i am also most concerned about handicapped
accessibility in park. Some of those pictures would keep handicap people away as well as seniors
And some of those open water structures are a threat for little children appeal. Too much of this
survey stuff if geared to young adults like thats all u want in R.O!

11/13/2018 9:52 AM

104

Water play area, children’s play area with parent seating close by and easy access, clean
bathrooms a must! I hope we will not have to pay to park and play. I do not like the $5.00 to park
—- this will hinder me from going downtown. Please move the dream sculpture away from child
area. My sexually abused foster child was upset by the image . A child friendly happy sculpture
would benefit. Birmingham Booth Park is a great model. Thank you!

11/13/2018 9:49 AM

105

Thank you for sending out this survey, it is much appreciated! I would like to have a park that
provides a retreat into nature, beauty and art. It should be accessible to all ages and abilities, but
have a division of space so that the livelier children are not right next to those wanting a quiet work
space. Water sounds would be wonderful, but keep the higher water fountain away from the
computer work space (blowing water not great for computers). It would be lovely to have curving
paths among a babbling stream and grasses/flowers/trees for private work spaces and coffee
meetings. I envision some permanent seating, but also small movable tables. My ideal would be
zen and arty.

11/13/2018 9:40 AM

106

You can get rid of that ridiculous statue of the man and the woman. Is not interesting at all. Would
like for it to have a warm and welcoming feeling. Park in Riga, Latvia

11/13/2018 9:33 AM

107

FYI some of the images for this survey did not load. Survey should be considered invalid.

11/13/2018 9:26 AM

108

I want this park to be something people can actually use, it's not just pretty to look at.

11/13/2018 9:24 AM

109

Royal Oak could have a flourishing rain garden with the tears from Lauren Durant. The Ron Wolf
grandstanding stage?

11/13/2018 9:22 AM

110

Thanks for providing this opportunity to give input.

11/13/2018 12:03 AM

111

It is very important for the park to provide spaces conducive to lingering, resting, engaging,
exercising, working, contemplating ... places for different activities, different times of day, different
people. The park spaces should be multi-use and multi-functional. Furniture that can be moved
around. Open space for a pick-up game. Paths for meandering. Garden spaces to view. A good
variety of natural materials and Michigan native trees, shrubs, and flowers. Different kinds of
seating - tables and chairs, ledges on the edge of plantings, work spaces, flex spaces. The park
should feel connected to the Library, Farmer's market, rest of downtown. I think the park, overall,
should be a place to feel like you are in nature in the middle of the city. Much like the Riverfront
Park at the Detroit River - with some areas with very natural plantings, others for sitting, and small,
inviting places for play (not big fields). Art in the park is a must. Some overhead coverage that
allows one to be out in the rain is important. Non-traditional play areas - berms, rocks, structures
that are unique. Please, please no giant lawns. No giant places that are empty most of the time
(like big stages, or oversized play areas). Lots of Oak Trees and other Michigan Native trees. If we
can make a park work for us, it should help provide clean air as well as a place to rest. I think it is
also very important to restrain pets/dogs .... at the very least, they should be on leashes. This
should help the park stay clean, as well as make the park comfortable for everyone (not everyone
wants to be by dogs all of the time). Where is the original water stream / source in Royal Oak?
There must be a waterway somewhere - if it is buried where the park will be, it would be great to
have it exposed much like they have done in Salt Lake City ... bring it back to ground level rather
than in a culvert or pipe underground. Everything in the park should be useable nearly every day
... no special spaces for events only (will do the opposite than activate a central park). A giant map
of all of Royal Oak parks and connecting bike lanes to encourage exploring park to park could be
in this Central Park. Maybe add designated walk/run trails / paths in the park and reaching out to
other parks.

11/12/2018 10:03 PM
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Top priority to me would be making it a versatile space for public events and also very family
friendly...like the center square in Plymouth, MI.

11/12/2018 7:22 PM

113

Less concrete and more green, rain gardens and trees. Prefer seating and food truck/carts that
can be moved around for events.

11/12/2018 6:03 PM

114

Your survey is a fricking joke. You show images of large parks with multiple amenities that will not
fit into the postage stamp area that you are dealing with. How about shading of the park from the
monstrosities that you’re building to the West and North West? We have close to 50 parks in this
City already and most are in shameful shape and not maintained, in some you don’t even pick up
the dog shit containers! This shows a total lack of respect for taxpayer’s dollars and your
continuing desire to push your own agenda. You haven’t even come close to finishing Normandy
Joke park after years!!! Come on now, really another one….you are a poor excuse for government
officials and please understand that the mileage defeats were just the start with all of you!

11/12/2018 5:22 PM

115

Some parks in New Zealand had interactive features similar to games they used to have at
amusement parks.All ages were playing these games and getting exercise. It is very important that
it is accessible to everyone. Clean drinking water and a water feature would be beneficial.
Separate areas for eating, music, craft and food truck vendors, play areas and a rain garden nature
preserve that would be easy to access depending on what someone was interested in doing
would be helpful. A nice labyrinth could be interesting and wouldn't take up too much space, but
would be fun to walk around. Throwing out ideas. Best wishes.

11/12/2018 4:35 PM

116

I’d like the park to have elements tying it to the rest of downtown - light fixtures, tree & flower
planters, etc. Or part of the budget put towards updating some of the existing downtown elements,
if the park is setting a new design theme.

11/12/2018 3:31 PM

117

A lot of these things won't work - you have to consider you're making safe harbor for RATS and
HOMELESS people! Or places for people to hide and spring out on you or do drugs! Geez! Think
people! And do we ALWAYS have to look so MODERN? Why can't we fashion ourselves after
downtown Plymouth? Or Northville? Why does it always have to be a modern and ugly look? I like
safe and old fashioned! A lot of the seating or benches are just going to be places for people to lie
down and sleep! We don't want that! Just get the damn new police station building built! I hear that
is already delayed! What a surprise that is! (NOT) Quit building a testament to only what THIS city
council and Don Johnson (who doesn't even live here!) want! WE LIVE HERE! NOT HIM!

11/12/2018 12:13 PM

118

I would love to have some accessible bike shares and plenty of places with shade (aka more
trees). Keep parks green :)

11/12/2018 11:22 AM

119

We are a city of trees. Let's have trees and natural elements in the park (butterfly garden, water
element, michigan wildflowers). We are urban, but still a city with a variety of people who live here
to include families and elderly. Let's keep it tame, simple, and have it blend with the rest of the
downtown.

11/12/2018 9:49 AM

120

We have many large green space parks in Royal Oak, with playgrounds and ball fields (just a few
blocks from downtown). Our city center park should be focused on active adult space for
socializing and working, and not devote large swaths of space to a child's playground. Adding wet
lands, large play areas, water play areas is would be a tremendous waste of space.

11/12/2018 6:57 AM

121

Use relief, dont make it flat Millennial park, Lurie Garden

11/11/2018 10:06 PM

122

I'm just afraid its going to just be permanent space for the homeless that sit around the city all day
- taking up all the benches for sleeping and boozing

11/11/2018 8:29 PM

123

Please keep in mind all the families that live in the city. Downtown tends to cater to young
professionals, people coming to town for food and drinks, and people working. The families living
here also pay taxes and would maybe come downtown more if it was more family friendly. Have a
play structure, but also something for the teens (middle school is very close). Basketball courts,
places to sit and listen to music, food vendors, BATHROOMS, green space for a quick game of
soccer or football, Maybe even skateboarding. Artists and musicians. Let's keep it functional, fun
and inspirational.

11/11/2018 7:44 PM
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Thank you for allowing input from the community! I would really like to see a more familyfriendly/eco-friendly park in downtown. Currently downtown Royal Oak is mainly known for its bars
and nightlife. With Detroit up and coming in the nightlife scene I think a lot of young people are
going to want to go there for the bar scene instead of Royal Oak. We need to offer more than just
bars and subpar restaurants. I would like downtown RO to develop more of a downtown Plymouth
vibe. I love the idea of a lot of greenery in this park and have it be a space for people to just hang
out at. That is definitely what it currently lacks and I think it would add a lot of value to the area.
Having it be kid friendly is a smart idea in order to attract families to downtown Royal Oak and help
balance out what it is mainly known for right now, which is the endless string of bars.

11/11/2018 5:46 PM

125

I am hoping for a wonderful space for events, like Ravinia or Millenium parks in Chicago. Some
seats for those who need them, and a lawn that extends the experience as far as needed.

11/11/2018 5:14 PM

126

This should be a family town. I just ask to spend the money properly and not be too showy where
everything is dated in 10 years.

11/11/2018 3:41 PM

127

kid friendly, play structures, water feature, grass area, stage for concerts

11/11/2018 3:11 PM

128

The park should include bike racks

11/11/2018 2:04 PM

129

There are a lot of great and attractive ideas included in this survey. All design choices should
include significant consideration of the cost to purchase/install AND maintain AND prevent/reduce
the chance for vandalism. A nice basic park would be nice. But first... Fix the roads, clear the snow
and ice. Don't raise taxes. Don't spend our tax money on non-essential items and then force a
milage increase to fund fire, police and library services because the money was spent elsewhere.

11/11/2018 11:28 AM

130

please, please include tables and chairs that people can move and rearrange themselves . with
umbrellas to provide moveable shade

11/11/2018 11:14 AM

131

Do not involve contractors doing housing on Normandy, it is Hideous looking

11/11/2018 11:09 AM

132

I recognize you have provided many options here, be aware that Grant Park three blocks away
offers play structures and a brand new state of the art Adult Exercise area. And could easily add
other options for volleyball etc. it already has an ice rink area and a soccer field. My personal
vision for the park downtown is daily usage relaxation, lunch, shade, seating flexible seating and
fixed seating, and trees. A small area for kids to play - but not the usual play structures, Something
that promotes a child’s imagination with safe climbing and crawling. A bandshell for summer
concerts, by Junior HS and HS bands, orchestra’s, other local performers. A place to gather after
parades and civic events. Rain gardens - but not a primary feature. Periodically food trucks on the
street - an event, but not competing with local restaurants. Now - focus on affordability. The City
should not have to bare all of the expense. It should be a joint city/private partnership. First thought
is Henry Ford should be at the top of the list. Regularly scheduled events will bring people to the
city. Look at the Campus Martus model on a smaller scale.

11/11/2018 10:43 AM

133

The pictures presented are ridiculous, given the little space available downtown.

11/10/2018 11:10 PM

134

Splash pad for childeren would be a nice addition for the city. Trash cans should be crucial too so
people don’t litter the streets.

11/10/2018 4:53 PM

135

Would be great to have a place that can accommodate kids and families along with all other ages.

11/10/2018 4:25 PM

136

Residents do not want a park. Royal oak has many parks. This is a complete waste of the tax
payers money. Why are you sending this survey out if you won’t listen to the citizens. Smoke and
mirrors. Boo! Wasteful wasteful.

11/10/2018 4:15 PM

137

Keep it green looking with a water element. This park isn't about kids play. We have many parks
for that. Nice relaxing area for shoppers, farmers market, library, work people downtown. Hopefully
with a butterfly or natural area.

11/10/2018 4:06 PM

138

Please allow for a splash pad area for kids that can be used in summer. If possible it would be nice
if this area could then also be used for outdoor ice skating in winter as seen/done in warren.

11/10/2018 3:21 PM

139

Porous pavers will help with water management. There needs to be a public restroom.

11/10/2018 1:13 PM

140

I think this park should set a standard for sustainability, showing our city's commitment to a healthy
environment. Rain plantings, native plants, solar panels and maybe windmills, sustainable
materials, and no pesticides and herbicides--so whatever it takes to make that happen! Also, as a
city of trees, lots of attention to beautiful, colorful trees. I also think this park serves a very different
purpose from the parks around the city that have traditional playscapes, exercise equipment, and
space for sports. In a downtown, I think the park should be for lunching, gathering, concerts, and
giving the city a vibrant life!

11/10/2018 1:06 PM
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Family friendly would be most preferable for myself and my family. I think it would help to
contribute to attract young families. Thank you!

11/10/2018 12:09 PM

142

We really enjoy the Birmingham park, and they have free parking for 2 hours any time of day.

11/10/2018 12:06 PM

143

A good portions of the images wouldnt load so I don't feel like I was able to accurately judge the
full proposal. This survey needs to be reengineered.

11/10/2018 11:46 AM

144

I believe this should be an adult park. There are plenty of kid parks throughout the city.

11/10/2018 11:31 AM

145

Natural areas such as butterfly gardens, rain gardens and lots of trees would be wonderful
additions to the park.

11/10/2018 11:27 AM

146

Too much concrete in many offerings. I did refuse to vote for any on perhaps 2 or 3. Had to laugh
on the one with a river flowing past. Trying to make more appealing? Thanks for giving me the
option to narrow it down. NO costly entry. None needed. Thank you.

11/10/2018 11:06 AM

147

I appreciate that you are considering environmentally-friendly aspects of the park. Rain and
pollinator gardens are very important for having in the space, but also modeling for residents how
they can enhance their own green spaces. I would also like to suggest adding bike racks to the
park.

11/10/2018 10:53 AM

148

Nice but look to cut costs whenever possible, and choose projects that need little or no
maintainance

11/10/2018 10:07 AM

149

While it's fun to think about what-if...without thinking about cost or what-not....I hope that emphasis
will be on sleek designs with easy cleaning and maintenance. Consideration of not only the type of
use that it will get, but how our Michigan weather will impact the design and equipment This park
should be considered year-round use...though probably less in the winter. Consideration should
also be taken into discouraging (by design, not just signage) elements that would draw
skateboarders or other improper usage of the park (not to pick on skateboarders--that's just what
came to mind first). Green-space should be green--not rows of concrete. Simply put....I would like
to see an area where there is open space as a have within the city that seems to be closing in on
itself. It should be a haven where people can center themselves and get away from their desk or
other hubbub of the 'city influences'.

11/10/2018 8:34 AM

150

Please include lots of green spaces not a concrete “park” like the Pennsylvania ones included.

11/10/2018 8:05 AM

151

I’m concerned about the excessive use of pesticides on any grass areas. It would be nice for
Royal oak to have a progressive organic park ...with features that support this. Butterfly or
children’s garden, native Michigan plants and rain gardens, etc. it would also be nice to have some
vertical greenery and plants. Plant evergreen trees or bushes for the gray winter. Also recycling
bins. The picture is from Singapore so just meant for inspiration. There are many examples but to
start: https://www.eugene-or.gov/633/Pesticide-Free-Parks-Program

11/10/2018 7:41 AM

152

I would like the park to have lots of trees, greenery and flowers. Would like it to be a warm and
welcoming place for all ages.

11/10/2018 7:33 AM

153

I’d like to see a walking path.

11/10/2018 7:12 AM

154

In general I would like the park to be a place for peace and quiet, a place to relax. As such, more
nature orientated than entertainment orientated. None of the pictures showed an abundance of
trees? I think more trees could be used for shade as opposed to man-made structures for shade?
A small pond/lake may be nice? I do not like the idea of 'work stations', would prefer not to have to
watch people working. A park should be a place to get away from work for a while! Overall, more
nature less concrete..... thanks.

11/10/2018 3:01 AM

155

Similar to Birmingham’s downtown park but replace the fountain with a splash pad and have a
better play area for kids.

11/9/2018 9:57 PM

156

Modern, functional, family friendly with amphitheater and beer garden/permanent food trucks
would be amazing. And places to plug in and do work would be nice. Would be cool to have fall
and wintertime options too like hot apple cider or hot chocolate food trucks.

11/9/2018 8:15 PM

157

I Would prefer more of a natural understated look over the modern stark look. Need more trees
,flowers and natural landscaping.

11/9/2018 7:55 PM

158

All I ask is that the park have some functional use, whether it be concerts, kids, or a place to eat
and hang out. Should be a gathering place for the city. Thanks

11/9/2018 7:48 PM

159

Add small soccer and or pickleball/tennis court and fields. Splashpads would be cool.

11/9/2018 7:43 PM
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Just hope we have a lovely water fountain that makes a statement.

11/9/2018 7:01 PM

161

Dog friendly things. Trash cans, waste bags, ect. If possible a fenced in area for dogs downtown.
But ultimately green space, spots for food, and general areas to hang out down town. Dog things
are a bonus! Excited to see the new design

11/9/2018 6:58 PM

162

Have you considered a skate park? Many youth are into skateboarding and scootering. The
Clawson Skate Park is packed every weekend, as is the park in Huntington Woods.

11/9/2018 5:14 PM

163

I didn’t like that in the first set of questions, I had some features I didn’t like or want. Yet later I was
forced to make a choice regarding those features!

11/9/2018 5:14 PM

164

I hope that we can find good design in the everyday and not so everyday elements of the park. For
example, if a play structure is incorporated into the design, it should look like a piece of art
(sculpture) when no children are playing on it. Please stay away from the typical “builders” look.
We can all build typical rectilinear features in our own back yards. Yes, curves cost money; but,
this could be a visually stunning park (if we have the courage to not only design it ... but, actually
build it). Unfortunately, those who wear the shirts and ties usually do not understand organic
design. And, because they “know better”, we are left with the safe, typical, not so weird “designs”.
Do we have the courage to build a park which, upon seeing a photo of it, people around the world
would say “That’s Royal Oak, Michigan!” Have courage my friends. -eja

11/9/2018 5:10 PM

165

Please, please consider using park designs that are more in line with other architectural elements
in the city. I realize that the buildings and parking structures being constructed are "modern", but
the city itself is decades old and most of the existing buildings and residential homes are more
traditional. Check the Hamilton Associates website. The are located in Detroit, and while I did not
come across plans for a "central" park, the designs they have for areas in the city of Detroit
beautifully incorporate a mix of green space and landscaping with traditional elements that mix
nicely with the historic buildings of Detroit. I think their ideas would work for this city park also.

11/9/2018 4:52 PM

166

Please continue to ask for the public's input. I appreciate it.

11/9/2018 4:45 PM

167

From my travels around I have found a downtown park to be a valuable asset for the people and
community and fully support building the best(not most expensive) for the people of Royal Oak

11/9/2018 4:37 PM

168

I want the architects and decision makers to actually sit in the seating and USE the various
features (work stations, shade features, seating, etc) to decide which ones are actually
comfortable, and not just rely on design and curb appeal. A park is to USE not just to look at. Also,
I believe most people in Michigan prefer deciduous trees for shade in summer and no shade in
winter, as opposed to fixed man-made structures that have shade all year round. Most seating
should be SHADED for people to use in the summer when the park gets maximum use. Natural
features like grass and trees and bushes and planted watercourses are prefered to man- made
features like artwork, cement paving, tile fountains and man-made structures for shade. Nature is
at a premium within a city. Thank you for soliciting input by the people who pay for, and will use the
park!

11/9/2018 3:26 PM

169

I know this might sound trivial, but making the park Instagram-friendly will go a long way. Look at
the murals in The Z Alley in Detroit, The "I AMSTERDAM" sign in Amsterdam and light pole art
piece Los Angeles County Museum of Art. They are photo destinations and attract people simply
to take a photo, then they end up hanging around. I also think Campus Martius in Detroit is a great
model for a park. Tons of programming, but there's also always places for people to just sit and
hang out. Going to far in one direction (making it entirely a concert venue, or having a bunch of
seating with nothing going on) isn't ideal. Bring in food trucks on a frequent basis. I also think
grass, plants, and trees that provide shade will make the park a lot more welcoming, especially in
the hot summer months. Calder Plaza in Grand Rapids might as well be an empty parking lot, with
all the cement and lack of comfortable or cool places to hang out. Finally, I didn't see anything
specifically for the winter months; I love the ice rink, shops, tree and fire pits in Campus Martius. It
gives people a reason to go there, even when it's cold outside.

11/9/2018 2:55 PM

170

Please just have as much green space as possible

11/9/2018 2:46 PM

171

Natural elements ..... wood, etc preferred. Royal oak is trees! Let’s reflect our cities arbor beauty in
the parks structure I like the idea of European parks where people can congregate in a square bit
also would want shady areas so hot summer days are bearable.

11/9/2018 2:41 PM

172

I live downtown and have a family. I would love to see a play structure and a water feature children
can use. I do NOT want an amphitheater or an option for live music in the park AT ALL. I noticed a
lot of designs had amphitheaters in them. If you are going to put something in for live music,
please do EVERYTHING you can to minimize the noise traveling to nearby neighborhoods.

11/9/2018 2:35 PM
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It needs a beer garden similar to Munich's Biergarten am Viktualienmarkt.

11/9/2018 2:10 PM

174

I would prefer a park with as many trees as possible as apposed to some of the plaza examples
shown. central park in manhattan is the greatest park in the world! so just keep asking yourself...
what would olmstead do? : )

11/9/2018 1:58 PM

175

PLease don’t over promise and under deliver. Sometimes, less is more.

11/9/2018 1:57 PM

176

I prefer a park that has more green space and plantings as opposed to concrete and steel.

11/9/2018 1:23 PM

177

I would like to make sure adequate seating/tables/benches are supplied, especially for
handicapped. Maybe handicap-designated benches/tables. Nothing worse than a person who
cannot stand for long having no place to sit down for a rest at a park. If play structures are
installed, adequate surveillance to make sure not vandalized. Make sure park is just not for
workers downtown but far all RO residents who may come downtown to visit/conduct business.
Too much now is for downtown workers/residents and not all residents.

11/9/2018 1:02 PM

178

More splash pads won't save our city from a municipal bond sale that will statistically fail as baby
boomers hit their peak death rate. Fix the fixed cost items. AFTER that is done build parks with
what's leftover.

11/9/2018 12:42 PM

179

Like every city in my travels - I guarantee you're bringing more bums to our downtown, they'll take
over every seating area, piss everywhere stinking up our park, and the ACLU will be all over it. My
choices were largely based on making seating/benches and ground space uncomfortable for the
homeless population to not take over the park. If you make large seating - your park will become
largely unused. Go visit much more beautiful and historic places that have been overrun - and ask
yourself what you're doing to make sure that doesn't happen. I have a feeling you'll just ignorantly
create the bums paradise and toilet.

11/9/2018 12:35 PM

180

The example of colored concrete was very unimaginative. Some of the options would be good for
larger parks in a different location, but this is a downtown park. Old Scottsdale in Arizona has
open air concerts on Sunday afternoons, which is a good concept.

11/9/2018 12:11 PM

181

I approached the survey as an elderly person, so I tried to choose lots of seating (but I like some
open vistas, too) and shade, short walks, not a lot of climbing of hills or overpasses, etc. However,
I think the area needs to appeal to all age groups.

11/9/2018 12:02 PM

182

An adult play space, flexible with minimum fixed ammenities. NO water feature

11/9/2018 11:58 AM

183

I would like to know how you are going to handle parking. I know you have all the new structures.
However, for many of us elderly and otherwise handicapped walking from these structures to our
destinations make it impossible for us to make use of or enjoy the amenities of the city. I would
love to take in any concerts and art shows etc. that could be scheduled in the park if I could
reasonably be able to get to them. I am perfectly capable of driving my own vehicle and see no
reason why I should have to spend additional money on alternate transportation. I feel all the new
things going on are vital to keeping our city going and attractive to young families. However I feel
there has been ABSOLUTELY NO CONSIDERATION of the generation who brought the city to
this point. I would be happy to discuss this with anyone who is really interested in listening. I can
be reached at 248-320-0516. Marcie Skiba

11/9/2018 11:56 AM

184

I think the park needs to be similar to the buildings that surround it. An old fashioned look next to
modern buildings would not go well together. The buildings and the park should look like they go
together.

11/9/2018 11:55 AM

185

Hoping the choices made are not made based on "what's in" or "what other cities are doing",
because then you get something that can be dated in no time depending on the current trend. So I
would like the choices of park space, layout, amenities, and such to be more functional and
timeless than "state of the art" or "trendy". Styles and types of things change so frequently. And
please look at the maintenance of items chosen, for instance, perhaps using stamped concrete
versus brickpavers or polywood benches/seats rather than true wood. And please don't try to bring
in or entice wildlife into a park in the middle of a city, that's just not appropriate. Thank you for
asking for opinions and hoping the right choices are made.

11/9/2018 11:47 AM

186

I am really excited to see Royal Oak get a downtown park! I do not want to see it be either a sports
venue or a huge open paved space with little greenery. I'd like to see a multi-use space that a
variety of people can be utilizing at the same time - working, children playing, eating, just enjoying
the day.

11/9/2018 11:43 AM
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Please keep the design of the park simple and avoid overdesigning. Trees, grass, some walkways
and a bench. The additional items/amenities such as water features, workspaces, ampitheaters,
etc. can all be welcome enhancements but ultimately the residents, workers, and visitors will
shape the use of the open grass and shaded areas. Please do not force things, let them evolve
naturally. Keep the park open enough to see through and walk through, both to avoid overdesign
and for safety of those using the park. Regarding design: focus on aesthetics that will last through
generations not just appease the current one. Brick, trees, grass, clean pavement, simple lighting
features, classic park benches. Avoid too much color (not zero color, just too much), technology
that will be phased out quickly i.e. phone charging stations, use of plastic where metal, stone or
natural items could be utilized.

11/9/2018 11:40 AM

188

bicycle parking, infant changing area, restrooms

11/9/2018 11:35 AM

189

Please make it as natural as possible. No kids play area or pool area or "splash area" or sports
area. Also no entertainment area. It should be a calm, soothing place to relax in the middle of
downtown. Native, natural plantings with water features. Lots of trees. Washington Square park in
NYC is my ideal.

11/9/2018 11:25 AM

190

High Line park in New York City

11/9/2018 11:12 AM

191

Moving Memorial Park would be okay for me but I want to respect the veterans and elders of the
ideas they put in place. I think it is more important to ask them that question. I understand there is
a memorial park going into the Woodward and Coolidge area so maybe it makes sense for it to be
there? Maybe this is already in the plans? The Marshall Fredericks sculpture could be updated. If
you are going to do another fountain feature maybe it could be integrated into that in a more
modern way? I like the idea of more green and trees to meander through everything. We need to
plant more trees for oxygen and shade. I don’t think we should concrete over everything. It will be
a detriment to our health in the long run. For me, going to the library is so I CAN unplug and relax.
That is what a park should be, not to plug in and work and look at screens some more.

11/9/2018 11:10 AM

192

Green space and shade are very important. Work stations will encourage a single person sitting by
themselves (at a 4 top table even) for long periods of time, at the expense of the majority of city
residents who might like to stay for a bit before or after shopping or eating downtown. A music
pavilion does should not be dominant, as they are not in use most of the time. The park should
have a relaxed feel, one that offers respite for adults and activities for young children.

11/9/2018 11:07 AM

193

Need a grassy area. What are the plans to deal with homeless and the benches

11/9/2018 10:52 AM

194

A children's play area is very important. I like the seating idea, shady areas, etc. Art is nice as long
as it doesn't overwhelm. We're very, very excited about this park. It will be an enormous
contribution to quality of life here.

11/9/2018 10:51 AM
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It's important that this park is not an empty, unused space. It needs to have features that draw
people to it so that it is filled with activity and people. Place making activities that bring people
together will make the park a lively, happy place. There are too many city/urban parks that sit
empty and unused. The place making activities should be diverse and attractive to all different
types of people. As just one example, a playground will draw families and keep them in the park.
The sounds of children laughing and playing will fill summer days. Without a playground or
features for children, families are less likely to use or spend time in the park. If the park sits empty
or doesn't have activities that draw people in, it could attract the homeless, which may discourage
others from using the park. Rain gardens, paths, a center feature like a fountain or sculpture will
bring people together and encourage people to interact with the park and explore it. They will also
create elements of nature in an urban space. Washington Square Park is successful, in part,
because it incorporates a number of different elements. The fountain acts as a central place to see
and be seen but there is also green space, benches, and playgrounds for children. Campus
Martius hosts events year round, has vendor options so that people can get something to drink or
eat, has a beach area for play and relaxation and an area for community activities like concerts. It
also has a fountain as a focal point for the park. The park actively draws people in and gives them
something to do. For the Royal Oak downtown park, a splash pad/in-ground water feature type
area would be great because not only could it act as a focal point but it is interactive, children will
be running through it all summer and parents will be congregated and it will give them a reason to
seek out the park. It would be great if there is an option to add an ice skating rink in the winter.
Again, another place making activity that will act as a draw even in the cold months. Children will
come from all over Royal Oak to ice skate in the downtown park. And then maybe they will shop or
dine in downtown Royal Oak. This park should be different from many of the neighborhood parks.
It should be a highly used/interactive park where people come together. Think Campus Martius
and less some of the blank green spaces that are largely empty for a large portion of the time.
People come to Campus Martius for outdoor movies, ever-changing flower gardens and nature
features, ice-skating in the winter, the urban beach, to eat their lunch during the workday, attend
concerts at night and for major city events like the Christmas tree lighting. The chairs are movable
which allows people to position themselves where they want, e.g., in the sun, out of the sun,
viewing the stage or the beach, etc. The park also has spaces where people can eat or drink,
which is another place making activity. People may grab food in downtown Royal Oak and then
seek out the park as a place to sit and eat or maybe there will be vendor options directly in the
park. But if there is no place to eat, e.g., you have to sit on a bench and rest your food in your
hands, it will discourage this type of use. And given that the park will be next to large office space,
it should be attractive to office workers so that they use it on their lunch or after work. It is critical
that the park have activities and features that attract people day and night and year-round. And if
there is a feature like an amphitheater, it should be designed so that people feel like they can use
it, even if there's not a concert or event so that it doesn't create a large empty,unused space.
Campus Martius is a great example. People feel comfortable and welcome congregating on the
lawn in front of the band/stage area even when there isn't any ongoing concerts or activities taking
place on the stage. The chairs and tables give people a place to sit and the green space can be
used for children or others to play, create art or relax.

11/9/2018 10:49 AM

196

My selections were made without cost consideration, but clearly ongoing maintenance would play
a part in a real decision. The Traverse City food truck space is really, really cool. It would be
interesting to have something like that vibe here.

11/9/2018 10:46 AM

197

Forget the workstations. Is this a park meant for residents? Or just office workers. No mention of
restrooms, or any type of space for dogs? Keep it natural - no artificial turf, limit the concrete and
don't waste too much space on large grassy areas. A mix of natural plantings, lots of trees and
passive hangout spaces would be great. Keep in mind, the city rat problem should be kept in mind
when considering plantings and water features. No ground cover or dense planting beds where
rats can burrow. No low water features where they have access to an easy water source. It's quite
unsettling to visit Eagle Plaza and see rat poison bait stations at various locations around the
plaza. Please do not consider moving the veteran's memorial. When placed where t was given a
permanent home there and put into ordinance by the voters of the city. Moving it would require it to
be put on the ballot for voters to decide. It should be incorporated into the overall design of the
park.

11/9/2018 10:38 AM

198

As maintenance free as possible.

11/9/2018 10:32 AM

199

Would prefer this park not cater to children. We have 50 parks for kids, this one should be more
adult focused.

11/9/2018 10:31 AM

200

I would love to see oak themed anything- acorns, leaves. Would love oak trees- natural shade.
Interested in native plants, rain gardens, a natural scape vs a modern look. Children’s play area
highest priority to me as well as natural elements/environmentally friendly plants/drainage

11/9/2018 10:27 AM
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For bike parking, please be sure to use "Cycle Stall" type corrals or inverted U racks.
https://www.seattle.gov/transportation/projects-and-programs/programs/bike-program/bike-racks

11/9/2018 10:27 AM

202

Make sure dogs are allowed!

11/9/2018 10:22 AM

203

Keep it shady. After all, the city is known for the trees, and is named Royal Oak

11/9/2018 10:20 AM

204

I would also like to see the incorporation of some bike racks where we can lock our bikes when
biking downtown to this new park

11/9/2018 10:16 AM

205

We raised a family and have lived in Royal Oak for 30 years. We have utilized and thankful for the
multitude of “neighborhood parks” available around the city. Our “downtown park” should be a
"hub" designed to provide comfort, convenience and enjoyment, fostering physical connectivity to
sustainable and value added downtown economic activity. The design should create an engaging
space that attracts people every day, seven days a week, (weather permitting). We don’t need
food trucks or craft vendors. We have Main street and the Farmers market. We also don't need
"work stations" full of millenials texting and snap chatting ...the person right next to them. We have
the library. It shouldn’t just be "green oasis" either. It should support the live, work, play
environment of all our current citizens, provide relaxation, offering entertainment, unique
experiences, and social interaction through a variety of programming. This downtown hub,
connected to a larger infrastructure of sidewalks, bike paths, businesses, green spaces and
streetscapes, should say, “we are authentic Royal Oak” , not Birmingham or Troy.

11/9/2018 8:58 AM

206

I would love the first park at Normandy Oaks finished first. This is all a joke!

11/9/2018 8:23 AM

207

I think it is very important that the park connects both visually and physically to the Farmers
Market.

11/9/2018 8:00 AM

208

My family would most enjoy a natural-looking park with lots of wide, open green space for kids to
run and play. A water feature for cooling off in the summer would be great. A technology park is
not desirable to my family - we spend our lives connected - we would use the downtown park to
relax, interact with each other and unplug from devices.

11/9/2018 7:55 AM

209

Would love to see a splash pad

11/9/2018 7:49 AM

210

I want to see lots of seating places for people to sit. I would like to see more seating on the city
streets in downtown. I hope that public restrooms will also be available. I hope handicap parking
will also be close to the park.

11/9/2018 7:25 AM

211

I'm hopeful that a design will be created that meets the needs of a diverse population and offers
plenty of seating and shade. I was very disappointed in the decision to tear down existing city hall.
Downtown Royal Oak is starting to look generic/corporate and is losing it's history and appeal. I
hope that this park will be unique, considers the existing architecture and is ecologically sound and
sustainable. I hope that Royal Oak isn't turning into Birmingham with big-foot homes everywhere
and am grateful that the area I live in (south) has avoided this trend.

11/9/2018 7:22 AM

212

Are you considering any public restrooms? An absolute necessity! This should be an area for
relaxation and conversation, not for sports. Include LOTS of benches and seating areas with some
shaded. Look to the waterfront park in Toledo on the Maumee River downtown for a great
amphitheater and seating. The park should be more of an urban tranquil area, as opposed to our
neighborhood parks with sports and playground facilities. Much greener with fountains and water
features, planters and lawn areas. A sophisticated, urban park like Central Park in NYC..

11/9/2018 1:01 AM

213

Please make this mostly a green space. There are plenty of other places in the city to sit at tables
on a concrete area. We need grass and trees and a place for kids and people to play, use their
imagination, and enjoy being outside.

11/8/2018 11:31 PM

214

There is not enough space where the current city hall and police department stand for a park.
Unless you plan to build the park vertically lol. You don’t listen to the residents anyways. ????♂️

11/8/2018 11:10 PM
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This park should be different from any other park in the city. It should be relatively low
maintenance (which is why I favor artificial turf, and more objects and paving), offer plenty of
opportunities to sit and lay down in different positions, whether it's on a regular bench, against or
on a sculpture, against or on a planter, etc. The park should also have an element that draws
people to the space. Something unique a local artist can perhaps assist with. Think of weird
fountains, steam clocks, etc. Something folks will want to take a picture with. Think about the silly
big chairs they have in some places that are always popular for people to sit on and take a pic.
Other examples are the LOVE sign in Philadelphia or the I heart Amsterdam sign in Amsterdam.
There has to be something along those lines this park can have. With regards to the amphitheater
think outside of the box : for instance - canit be used for wedding ceremonies. How cool would it
be to walk past the park and see a wedding happen? Also think about a coffee shop or restaurant
component which sits right in the middle of the park to activate it.. Like Beacon Park in Detroit or
the Tuillerie gardens in Paris. Also look at the Boston common park for a very shallow wading pool
as a water feature. This could then easily be turned into a skating pond or rink in the winter. All
you need is an inch or two of water. Speaking of water features : people love waterfalls and the
sound of rushing water. Perhaps add something cascading. Perhaps even something kids can put
a little boat on and water it go down the stream. A little canal for instance would be better than
your every day fountain. Also perhaps integrate interactive lighting or at least leds that can be
turned to different colors depending on the time of year, the event going on, etc. When it comes to
trees: use trees that are pretty any time of year whether it's evergreens or other trees that remain
attractive year around. The park has to look alive if you want it to be alive.

11/8/2018 10:48 PM

216

Let’s make an adult park for an adult downtown. Royal needs less trendy architecture that quickly
tires. Maybe head in a more timeless direction. Incorporate entertainment- weekend music venues
and free concerts. Make this a gathering place and leave other parks to be sanctuaries.

11/8/2018 10:46 PM

217

Natural, modernity. All the examples were good. Fitness should be limited to Yoga areas, near the
Library. The Ampitheater should face NW, away from the neighborhood and toward the downtown.
The “plaza pathway” (2nd Street) is the place for food vendors & Art Tents all the way thru to the
street closure between the Farmers Market and the Park. The Memorial should be respected with
SPACE & QUIET. We do not have to pack the whole of 2nd St. Promenade during events. Limit
the concrete pavers to building perimeters, lots of real and Astro turf where appropriate and install
rainwater gardens. Water feature is a dancing stream, much like GM Wintergarten. That’s about it.
Keep the costs as low as possible.

11/8/2018 10:31 PM

218

I am excited for a new downtown park! I’m looking forward to this park being unique from the
neighborhood parks or more like a city park. I also think that Royal Oak’s branding is more
contemporary and we do not have many historical (commercial) structures in the downtown
proper, so that is why I leaned more towards a contemporary look with my selections despite my
affection for historical / traditional character. I think this park can be a game changer for Royal Oak
and believe it’s critical to design it well (so glad you are going through this process) because it can
be a draw for new residents and businesses. Side note, though I know it’s not related to the park
design, but I’m hoping you can share this with the city - I do think demolishing City Hall is a shame
- it’s a beautiful structure with great character that I felt the moment I first walked in a few years
ago. It’s too bad that it cannot be saved in this process.

11/8/2018 10:19 PM

219

Moscow's Zaryadye Park, created by Americans: Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DS+R) with Hargreaves
Associates and Citymakers. https://dsrny.com/project/zaryadye-park I like all the romantic places to
kiss your lover in Moscow's new park. I also like the Seine in Paris, because of all the places to
drink wine and eat cheese with friends, and of course if you are with your lover you can kiss, add a
love lock on one of the bridges, walk home together and buy flowers from a seller, stop at a place
to drink wine, listen to a live music busker on the sidewalk. I think Royal Oak should make a river
flow through the park, like when dining in Colmar France. The water is visible, it flows through
town. Just change Main Street, the street, into a water feature. People will walk into the city
center, to roam, slow down, spend money, instead of speed through in their cars too busy to get
out to spend money.

11/8/2018 10:03 PM

220

I chose not to move the fountain and memorial because I don't want funds that could be used for
for the lark to be taken up by moving these things. I really want a fire element but I absolutely do
not want it to be wood. I would hate it.

11/8/2018 9:58 PM

221

It would be lovely to have a more modern feel to the park, but mixing natural elements with
modern architectural touches. Like lots of greens, wood, and whites/metals... Royal Oak is turning
into a beautiful city! Keep up with the good work!

11/8/2018 9:57 PM
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I would like to keep as much vintage charm of the city as possible. The small-town feel and historic
architecture is really one of the attracting features of the area, and we are really losing a lot of it
with the style of many the new buildings and lofts. Separation of spaces by walls, berms, or large,
tall swaths of native plantingswould make it more welcoming and cozy and would help bring a
more natural experience than a flat open lawn area. I would like to see an eclectic mix of old and
new here in the park, and as much natural elements as possible for a serene experience and
wildlife support. And, although we're starting from scratch, as many and as large trees as possible.

11/8/2018 9:57 PM

223

I'm concerned to the cost the taxpayers are going to have regarding this park. I really don't feel this
is a necessity to Royal Oak. Parking is a necessity in the downtown area. Also, if you are going to
add some type of 'water' structure in the park, who is going to flip the bill for this ongoing water
bill??? The taxpayers??? I am concerned about that, as well. I just think this is all a waste of
money..Yes, it may be a nice place for 'some' people to 'Go' on occasion, but this is an un
necessary waste of money!

11/8/2018 9:53 PM

224

There are soooo many young people who either have young families or will, please create a play
space. I know a splash pad would be a great draw.

11/8/2018 9:50 PM

225

I’d like it to feel calm and comfortable with live music or pumped through speakers. Also, local or
statewide artists being rotated on a regular basis featuring their sculpture, graffiti or paintings. This
is a good idea and it could be great! Dare to be different!

11/8/2018 9:35 PM

226

Make sure to ‘force’ interactions among park users NOT promote ‘isolation’...I’m excited to use the
park everyday ;-)

11/8/2018 9:24 PM

227

N/A

11/8/2018 9:01 PM

228

I would like it to look modern but still comfortable. Practical for all ages of including families with
young children, teens to have a safe place to hang out with friends, working adults with a place to
work, and a relaxing and comfortable place for older generations to enjoy. Having different spaces
within the park would be nice...some work and eating areas, a play place and/or water feature for
kids, an open area for picnics or ball throwing and walkways with plants, sculptures and lighting for
day or evening walks through the park

11/8/2018 8:56 PM

229

Where will people park? In the parking structures? Royal Oak has come a long long way since I
moved here 44 years ago. Some good and more bad (in a lot of your long time citizens) Opinion. I
understand “progress” and moving forward , however, most of the charm of my city is gone forever.

11/8/2018 8:52 PM

230

I would really like a park that fits in with nature and has a lot of tree coverage. I would dislike a
park that is sterile and concrete. Royal Oak is named after trees and we should honor that in our
city park. More green!

11/8/2018 8:46 PM

231

Don't take up too much room with open grass. We have enough parks with open fields. Add one
children's play structure with a totally different design/colors/options from all the other structures in
the city. Have a gigantic Royal Oak logo that can be climbed on/used for pictures. Have a least a
couple permanent pieces of art. Include a "little library" near the kids play structure. Get heavy duty
seating. The red tables and chairs in the example look super flimsy and uncomfortable. Have a
raised stage for music with maybe a portable cover and backdrop that can be moved when there
are no concerts. Lots of free concerts!

11/8/2018 8:43 PM

232

I definitely want this park to be more green than concrete. The gray/concrete areas should be
purposeful -- work/snack area, walking, small amount for bandshell or amphitheater. I am in favor
of urban agriculture and rain gardens specifically as learning experiences, perhaps tied in to the
library? I love the idea of a fountain play area that can be repurposed when the water is off.

11/8/2018 8:26 PM

233

There are neighborhood parks 1000 ft north and 1500 ft ESE of the location of this park. Those
parks have sports areas and playgrounds for kids. This park will be located in the city’s central
_business_ district and should be designed/programmed as such: spaces for city/office workers to
eat and work outside, areas for library goers to sit and read, and maybe some evening
entertainment. Not a kid zone, they can use one of the neighborhood parks.

11/8/2018 8:17 PM

234

perennial flower gardens. Most designs are too stark and/or hard.

11/8/2018 8:16 PM

235

Please stop wasting money with frivolous expenditures. Had this project been put to a vote of the
residents, it would have been voted down, just like the sidewalk and transit proposals were. The
city is taking in so much more money now with all the new houses and apartments, and instead of
spending wisely, they just keep finding ways to throw money away. It’s disgusting.

11/8/2018 7:41 PM

236

I would like a place to eat lunch outside, and a place to walk that is peaceful. I would prefer the
park to be modeled after St. Stephen’s Green in Dublin.

11/8/2018 7:40 PM
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I would like a lot of green space and trees. And lots of art. Not too much concrete.

11/8/2018 7:37 PM

238

I prefer either a classic European Look with lots of tree coverage, something lovely to look at, just
a place to sit and relax and enjoy a garden or a pond or a fountain. Atentatively, an artistic modern
design that encorporates wildlife, ponds, lovely garden with natural elements, rain garden, etc.
would be lovely. I’d strongly prefer to avoid tons of concrete, another playscape or activity
space/multi-use turf (we have plenty of wonderful parks in the neighborhoods that cover these
needs). I don’t want an amphitheater. I don’t want something that is going to draw large crowds
and add to congestion. Something where we can relax and stroll. Sit and reflect. Chit chat with
friends. Read the paper. Not work on computers for six hours so no one else can enjoy the space.
Not park for 30 minutes and plug in/charge a device. A place for a break in a beautiful (either
classic or moder, but truly aesthetic) atmosphere. Something different. Add a little culture to the
day. Something renewing to the spirit.

11/8/2018 7:32 PM

239

I would like green open space, some sort of play structure for kids, shaded seating, and a water
feature with either a splash pad or fountain (kid friendly)

11/8/2018 7:17 PM

240

It is vital to have a playground and a grass space. Especially since the library is right there and
kids are always around. We have two young boys and love going to the library and downtown. To
have a park with a playground and grassy area would be great!

11/8/2018 6:53 PM

241

I hope there will be lots of green space, plantings and water features. It would be nice to have
shaded areas for sitting. I prefer pavers over concrete. I would prefer that it not be a place that
promotes the use of cell phones, laptops, etc, but rather quiet reflection, book reading and people
watching. It would be nice to have food trucks as well. I would prefer also that it not be marred by
ugly plastic play scapes and screaming children.

11/8/2018 6:50 PM

242

Price is a determination in choice..

11/8/2018 6:20 PM

243

I want some green space with seating/tables and shade. Water fountain and play area for kids with
free access to WIFI.

11/8/2018 6:11 PM

244

I would prefer that there are not workstations in the park, they will be unused evenings and
weekends when there is the most foot traffic. The park should be very green/colorful and have
minimal concrete so that it contrasts with the very gray modern architecture surrounding it. The
architecture surrounding the park is lacking character, making the park too modern will look very
bland

11/8/2018 5:59 PM

245

A Boulder Colorado type feel to the park would really compliment the city and add a luxury feel.
I.e. use of natural materials, boulders, woods, ornamental grasses, etc.

11/8/2018 5:56 PM

246

Lots of Green, walkways or paths-shaded or covered-lots of seating areas

11/8/2018 5:49 PM

247

I love the idea of parks with a lot of nature and water! Vienna has a BEAUTIFUL park with roses
and smells absolutely lovely. Would like doggy waste bins as well so people can pick up after their
pooches.

11/8/2018 5:45 PM

248

Check out the city park in Edina, Minnesota. It is beautiful, local businesses have easy access,
includes an ampitheater, and more. It's one of my favorite city parks in the U.S. Looking forward to
this beautiful addition to our city!

11/8/2018 5:44 PM

249

I don’t want to see a park with technology incorporated into it or “work stations.” Ditto for
playground equipment. This should be an “adult” park - plenty of kid-friendly parks that have the
jungle gyms and splash pad (at soon to be Normandy Park) kids prefer. Park should be relaxing,
people should be enjoying nature, not looking at their cell phone, iPad, laptop or listening to kids
screaming and running around.

11/8/2018 5:43 PM

250

Park should have bag containers located for dog poop pickup. A section of grassy area could be
off limits to pets so that young children can play on unsoiled lawn. If there is a way to control
smoke areas that would be terrific.

11/8/2018 5:39 PM

251

I would rather not have a downtown park. I would rather retain surface parking to allow the
continued viability of Farmers Market.

11/8/2018 5:38 PM

252

Would love a nature centered park. Also with family bathrooms if available and without the use of
anti-homeless benches.

11/8/2018 5:33 PM

253

The design must be durable and low cost maintenance. So no fabric or painted surface or
concrete. Vandalism proof there must be ample parking

11/8/2018 5:18 PM
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I like the look of Booth Park in Birmingham, especially the hill where kids can slide down using
cardboard as sleds. I would also like to see a nod to Royal Oak, incorporating iconic images of
Oak leaves/ Oak trees. Maybe a row of different Oak trees, labeled. We have clay artists in the
city. Can we incorporate their work somewhere? I’m also reminded of the beautiful tile work
entering the Detroit Zoo’s polar bear exhibit. Tile surrounding drinking fountains, maybe? Green,
family welcoming, with natural elements so we won’t soon look dated.

11/8/2018 5:13 PM

255

Thank you for having the survey available online as I was not able to attend either Saturday
session.

11/8/2018 5:07 PM

256

Please provide gender neutral and family bathrooms.

11/8/2018 5:03 PM

257

I think there needs to be a couple of public restrooms for the park.

11/8/2018 4:43 PM

258

I hope to see lots of natural elements - gardens, trees, green space (not everything paved). My
favorite spaces are the Riverwalk in Detroit, the Highline in NYC. Although forced to choose, I did
not care for any of the lamp choices.

11/8/2018 4:42 PM

259

Please take a look at this park: https://www.cdmx.gob.mx/vive-cdmx/post/parque-la-mexicana It's a
a wonderful public space that draws alot of people and integrates many elements (play, fitness,
congregation, natural, quiet reflection)

11/8/2018 4:42 PM

260

Keep it simple. Make a park for quiet reflection when the band isn't playing in the amphitheater.
Please, no child play areas. Please, splash pads.

11/8/2018 4:38 PM

261

In a city that already has wonderful (and many) neighborhood parks, I would like for this area to be
more of a pleasant place to relax in the heart of downtown catering mostly to the adult population.
SMALL concerts, art fairs, and comfy places to sit around some type of water component. STAR
DREAM needs to be incorporated in the plan...not just forgotten about in a dark corner. There
does need to be a "corner" for kids to play, but I think it should be secondary to the overall look
and plan. We have so many great restaurants in downtown already, and I would not want to
detract from them. But a hot dog cart/popcorn cart....that type of food would be okay. Just be sure
we are not pulling business away from our established restaurants.

11/8/2018 4:33 PM

262

I really like booth park and barnum parks in birmihgham MI. I would like any sculptures/art/water
features to be things people can interact with. I don't know what the heck that man/woman diving
sculpture is right now in RO but it has GOT. TO GO. terrible

11/8/2018 4:26 PM

263

It is unrealistic selecting these images when they may not fit in the limited space that this park will
provide. The first HUGE mistake was putting that parking garage so close up on 11 Mile...it should
have had a slight set-back...big, unwelcoming mistake there...as well as what is now going on at
the south end of the downtown...this city is becoming a concrete jungle of walls when we used to
be a reasonably sized community with blue sky. Ask the question and show that image...would you
rather see concrete walls/canyons or would you prefer to see more blue sky...it would be
interesting to see what the winner would be. The veterans made the city cut the beautiful trees
down around it so the birds wouldn't poop on their monument and now you want to move it after
you cut all those beautiful trees down? The city should have stood its ground there. Immature
trees will take years to replace the mature trees that this city keeps cutting down.

11/8/2018 4:19 PM

264

Can't wait! Hurry up and lets get this done.

11/8/2018 4:10 PM

265

Keep other parks focused on physical activity/children’s playgrounds. This park should be more
focused on social activity and have functional use for students and professionals. I love the mini
hills idea that kids can play on or older kids/adults can sit as a group on. Also shelter from the
elements is a major bonus. If there was to be a new water feature of some sort, it should have
some functional conversion to the winter season. Similar to Campus martius sand beach and ice
skating. Lawn on D in Boston! LED swings!!! So cool and fun for all ages!

11/8/2018 4:01 PM

266

Regarding the Star Dream sculpture, please make sure the donor placard is also preserved.

11/8/2018 3:58 PM

267

I think it is awesome that you are taking community feedback - thank you!

11/8/2018 3:52 PM

268

I'd prefer that planners keep in mind to not pave over too much land. Natural drainage is better. I
like the storm water management along 4th street & hope that we can incorporate more proactive
water management into this project as well. We want a good mixed use space- to include families
and the more typical visitor to Royal Oak. I like the idea of a water feature that kids would wade in
or run through during the summer months.

11/8/2018 3:52 PM

269

Couldn’t the veterans memorial go with the one at 13 & WW or to another significant park, maybe
the one on Normandy

11/8/2018 3:51 PM
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I prefer a natural looking park with modern accents and lots of green space. Wifi is okay for the
park, but I would prefer to have no technology in the park so that people can take a break from
technology while visiting and get off their phones. I would like to see a variety of seating, with
some enclosed spaces and some more open spaces.

11/8/2018 3:49 PM

271

Miller Park District in Chattanooga, TN by Spackman Mossop Michaels. High Line in New York,
NY by James Corner Field Operations / DS+R Beekman Street Plazas in New York, NY by James
Corner Field Operations Race Street Pier in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania by James Corner Field
Operations Corktown Common in Toronto, Ontario by Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates
Maggie Daley Park in Chicago, IL by Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates

11/8/2018 3:46 PM

272

Do not like the current fountain at all, the sculpture is weird

11/8/2018 3:34 PM

273

the water fountain that is there near the library is not my cup of tea. I think it is odd to have a naked
man and woman and in such strange poses. I just had to say. sorry

11/8/2018 3:31 PM

274

Don't you dare even think about touching the memorial. The survey seems a bit manipulative.
None of the questions have options to choose none of the above. When stated earlier that I prefer
not to have certain things - later it forces choices of those things. Such as work areas or turf area.
Sounds like the task force has already decided the basic elements whether the survey takers want
them or not.

11/8/2018 3:27 PM

275

NO Ampitheater!!!!! Noise bounces in Royal Oak and you can hear it 2 miles away and all the tall
concrete structures will only make that worse. Green space and a water element are very
important...especially to soften all that concrete. Royal Oak has become a very unfriendly place
with all the big structures. teh street used to be crowded and now they are dead.

11/8/2018 3:25 PM

276

I prefer the look of grassy, natural areas as opposed to heavy concrete surfaces. A dedicated
amphitheater would be a nice feature. A central, multi-use family friendly park would be ideal.

11/8/2018 3:25 PM

277

How soon before we get to see the final draft?

11/8/2018 3:17 PM

278

More greenery! One of my favorite parts of Royal Oak is our legacy of old, sturdy trees with rich
foliage. I would love to see a downtown Royal Oak park that brings a lush, natural environment to
provide a nice juxtaposition to our modern and urban downtown. Many of these had too much
concrete and grass when we could have more environmentally-friendly and unique spaces.

11/8/2018 3:17 PM

279

I frequently take my young family to Birmingham for a meal and to get out some energy at the park
afterwards. This is awesome for Royal Oak and would be a game changer for us. Walking, playing,
and the occasional city event are most important to me.

11/8/2018 3:15 PM

280

I would really like to see a splash pad in Royal Oak! I know my boys would love it!

11/8/2018 3:13 PM

281

Many of the options for "Park" were more plazas and the term is misleading. I would have
responded differently to some of the images if we were looking at a general "public open space" or
"Public Plaza" rather than using the term "park." Also, the paving material options are all
maintenance headaches in our climate. In general, providing spaces that are not overly
programmed and can be used for multiple uses will give us better flexibility over time. That is why I
selected items such as the bistro table and chairs (portability more than aesthetics) and the
temporary stage (the image is UGLY but why occupy a large space when concerts are not
happening the majority of the time). What about sustainability amongst selected elements? Overall,
I think the sampling of images was not very forward thinking.

11/8/2018 3:07 PM

282

I believe the park should be as eco friendly as possible. There should be oak trees (obviously) and
a sleek, modern, progressive feel. But in a way that is warm and inviting. The last thing you want is
something that looks beautiful but is not functional. Encorporate local artists and have rotating
showcases inside the park. Inside glass cubes/domes. NO ADS just local artists. This will allow for
people to have to kee utilizing the space and viewing art pieces. This will bring a very unique flare
to royal oak and allow for a unique and easy access for local artist to showcase their work. If you
would like additional feedback please feel free to reach out. Nbou@umich.edu

11/8/2018 3:00 PM

283

swimming pool please.

11/8/2018 2:56 PM

284

Downtown Royal Oak has a HUGE lack of the following compared to other very nice downtowns in
the area: - Greenery - Water features - Places to site other than within restaurant/cafes These
should be emphasized far above anything like an amphitheater, which are never used. Thank you
for requesting the residents' feedback - we are excited!

11/8/2018 2:55 PM
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With regards to technology in the park, I think anything beyond basic outlets and WiFi would be a
waste of resources. Not only does adding current technology immediately date the space, but the
cost of maintenance and the fact that the library is right next door makes it pointless. With regards
to a potential play area, it would be nice to see something more interesting than the structures that
are in the majority of parks in this area. I think the cardboard turf hill at booth park in Birmingham
is a unique feature (and something that appeals to a wider age range). Additionally, the Artists at
Play space at the Seattle Center in Downtown Seattle has a lot of cool elements that appeal to a
wide range of ages. - I think having a more unique play area would help drive traffic to the park
and, by extension, the city.

11/8/2018 2:54 PM

286

I am really looking forward to the new downtown area. I know many are opposed, but I love it!
PLEASE take a look at images of Waterfront Park in downtown San Diego. There is many features
you are looking to incorporate into the new park downtown that I think would help with further
inspiration. I have included links below, and attached a good image for you to look at. Keep up the
great work you all are doing with Royal Oak; I know there are many who oppose, but I love it and I
am proud to be apart of the community! https://www.kpbs.org/news/2014/may/09/san-diegocounty-celebrating-new-waterfront-park-w/ https://www.otl-inc.com/project/san-diegos-waterfrontpark/

11/8/2018 2:53 PM

287

I like the idea of the park being a downtown gathering space. For art, music, theater or just
hanging out. Like the idea of a mix of paved and grassy areas, keeping in mind the space should
be used year round so paved areas are more likely to be used in the winter but grass and shade
will be more attractive in the summer. Like the idea of having shady seating for activities (concerts,
plays etc) or work. Like the amphitheater idea so I don't have to drag a chair with me to events but
can sit and can see what is on stage I could not decide on lighting or entry look in this survey
because the choices were either too old fashioned looking or too modern, so would like the park to
have a look that is in between those two. So it fits with downtown RO, not too modern but not
fussy. Like the idea of food trucks or other vendor area for events.

11/8/2018 2:51 PM

288

Park amenities should not replicate or duplicate what exists now in other city park locations.
Facilities should combine modern designs and materials with more historical elements (i.e. lighting
fixtures, pavement content, plantings). We should incorporate existing features in the dedicated
area and place them in the most logical settings (i.e. Veterans Memorial, Star Dream Fountain),
but also include more modern permanent features that will stand the test of time.

11/8/2018 2:49 PM

289

I like St. Stephen's Green in Dublin, the feeling of being in the park and not being able to see the
city in more is a great escape. Also the existing features that you asked about (memorial and
sculpture) need to be moved around to accommodate the new design of the park otherwise they
will seem out of place and bring down the overall feel of the new park.

11/8/2018 2:47 PM

290

I’d rather have a community center with workout facility, pool, gyms, classrooms, etc. similar to
Troy, Macomb twp, Warren, Sterling Heights.

11/8/2018 2:45 PM

291

I love the idea of a Central Park where we can sit and relax and work outside on laptops, eat lunch,
and just gather with friends, etc. I don’t see the space as being big enough to accommodate all
these ideas, though; i.e. playground, amphitheater, etc. Ideally, maybe a splash pad/water feature
or a sculpture with the ability to climb could accommodate the kids and give them something to
play on while still being aesthetically pleasing to the park. There are plenty of playgrounds already
to visit in RO. I love the idea of music in the park but maybe not an amphitheater taking up a lot of
space. I think focusing on grassy areas to sit and eat and talk, as well as WiFi and a cool water
feature with art interspersed with cool lighting and shaded areas are the best we are going to hope
for in such a small, tight space. Looking forward to what you come up with! Thanks for making RO
a great place to live by improving our downtown.

11/8/2018 2:44 PM
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I feel the park should be a green oasis within the concrete jungle of the downtown. It should
provide a place for people to eat lunch (who work in the downtown) or get away for their break. For
children there should be natural landscape elements to interact and play with versus a standard
jungle gym or play structure. For residents and visitors there should be places to relax, eat and just
enjoy the scenery/greenery. I think technology in the park is important since it is surrounded by
businesses as well as the Library. This would give the library opportunities to bring their
programming outdoors and opportunities for people to work outside. I do not think there should be
a dedicated amphitheater or covered stage within the park, but definitely a space where a mobile
stage could be set. The park should be designed thinking of its everyday uses not the few times a
year a stage may be there. Although I do think a covered area would be nice to provide shade, a
place for the library to hold story-time, a place to shelter from rain but still be outdoors. I also think
it would be worthwhile to incorporate a slope (grade change from north to south end) or small hill
within the park. This could be utilized as a play area for kids as well as a way to install
amphitheater-style, natural seating cut into the landscape. I think we have a great opportunity to
create a luscious park that people of multiple generations and lifestyles can enjoy. I just hope the
park does not get influenced by the temporary events that happen within the downtown like Arts
Beats and Eats, various festivals, etc. The park could be a great asset for city events as well as an
extension for the farmer's market. The park area is not as large as the example parks in the photos
but I think looking at various "pocket parks" and other small parks in urban areas could provide
great insight on how to integrate nature and greenery into an urban area without lots of structural
elements.

11/8/2018 2:43 PM

293

Please try and keep some open grass for kids to play freely in and to have a nice space to relax
and have picnics.

11/8/2018 2:41 PM

294

I think the Veterans Memorial should be moved to another space, maybe memorial park. I would
like to see a lot of green space, we have plenty of hardscapes downtown.

11/8/2018 2:39 PM

295

Provide recycling Native plants History of RO signs Ada

11/8/2018 2:35 PM

296

I live in Royal Oak and have two small children. As a family, we highly value the following about a
downtown park: -a nice lawn for children to run or play games, with trees to create a nice feel -not
too much concrete- there’s already plenty all over downtown. We need more green space. -a
large, modern and functional play structure -multiple benches for parents, seniors, and workers
enjoying lunch outdoors -a nice splash pad (because RO doesn’t have one!) -some art or a few
work stations would be nice for park to be welcoming and functional for everyone -a small band
shell to host concerts and events -a fountain if space allows

11/8/2018 2:33 PM

297

Waste of tax dollars. Absolute waste. Fix all the other parks before you create a pointless waste of
space.

11/8/2018 2:30 PM

298

I think we can look at campus martius as a good example of a mixed-use space. The thing that's
good about it is that there are green spaces to relax on, plenty of seating for people if they want to
sit and not lay down in the grass - and a big area for kids to play. I think it's really important to have
seating, stuff to do and most of all keep it green. Not big open areas of concrete/brick - lots of
greenery, seating and things for kids to run on play with. Something to keep us down there and
engaged with the city....

11/8/2018 2:29 PM

299

Royal oak is such a young and vibrant city that there should not be a useless park added--or a
new city building! This space should have been used for development of more living, parking,
dining, retail options! However, since there is a park it should be tailored to a young crowd! Food
vendors and truck! Modern art and seating. PLEASE less of a focus on a playground, and more of
a focus on multi use space for the ADULTS that choose to live in Royal oak rather than downtown
detroit, ferndale, birmingham, and plymouth!

11/8/2018 2:28 PM

300

Royal Oak has a ton of parks, which is great, but I don't think a lot of tax payer money should be
spent to make this one some grand spectacle. It would be nice to have pet friendly areas with dog
waste bag dispensers. I think rotating food trucks could be ok, but we don't want to pull too much
traffic from our restaurants, so maybe food and beverage carts could be a compromise. Maybe
spaces that have heaters/weather shelters so the park can be used more often.

11/8/2018 2:28 PM

301

We need a comfortable park that can be used by the citizens as well as the people who work in
Royal Oak. Nothing ostentatious or over the top. Should have a relaxed feel during the day and
vibrant at night.

11/8/2018 2:27 PM

302

No dogs, other than service dogs, allowed.

11/8/2018 2:25 PM
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Please include play space or open space for children. I would love to have another stop on
Saturday mornings after going to the farmer's market and the library. I think many other families
would too.

11/8/2018 2:23 PM

304

would like more green than cement

11/8/2018 2:22 PM

305

Well, youve got loads of pretty photos there, BUT the issue most concerning is parking. Especially
for handicap seniors. we cant even think about parks withour being abke to reach a parking place
convient for us... we are nkt abke to even have a dining evening without knowing we will find a
ckose parking... very poor planning for mostof us...

11/8/2018 2:21 PM

306

Trees, Trees, Trees! The more trees the better, the bigger the better. More natural, than vast
concrete. Shade for the hot sunny days when it will be used the most. Structures, tables,
overheads that provide the most shade will be the most appreciated items by those that visit the
park. Thank you for creating this survey asking for our input. I live in Royal Oak as well as most of
my friends and family.

11/8/2018 2:21 PM

307

I would prefer the park to be more green than paved .... It is more attractive to my eye, but also
more comfortable during warm weather. Also, as downtown has become denser and taller, the
visual and psychic "aah" provided by a greenery-based park is increasingly important. Thanks for
sending out this survey. I was unable to attend any of the visualization sessions, so am happy to
have an opportunity to weigh in.

11/8/2018 2:21 PM

308

Please make it kid friendly (playground equipment), but with plenty of places to sit/picnic/drink/eat
for the adults.

11/8/2018 2:17 PM

309

\[

11/7/2018 2:24 PM
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Q56 If have have image examples of other parks or amenities that you
would like to share please upload them here. *Please include the park
name and location or product information if available in the file name
when you upload.
Answered: 25

Skipped: 857

#

FILE NAME

FILE SIZE
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1

Campus-Martius-Nightlife-beach-Bowen-650x291.jpg

53.5KB

11/17/2018 11:59 AM

2

curbless2.jpg

248.3KB

11/16/2018 10:58 AM

3

natural-park-water-feature.jpg

220.5KB

11/14/2018 4:38 PM

4

Entry2+(2).jpg

3.6MB

11/14/2018 2:40 AM

5

HPview3_Oasis_Plaza.jpg

993.3KB

11/13/2018 2:57 PM

6

Valparaiso_IN.jpg

2.1MB

11/13/2018 1:29 PM

7

Cesar Chavez Plaza Sacramento.jpg

456.9KB

11/13/2018 12:15 PM

8

Park_features_photos_w_names.docx

1.1MB

11/13/2018 11:46 AM

9

CB706636-6443-40C1-834C-CFB326C052D6.jpeg

871.1KB

11/13/2018 10:49 AM

10

Precedents Royal Oak Park.jpg

293.7KB

11/13/2018 9:55 AM

11

35598C6B-E3F3-404F-95E2-3BDE54B23926.jpeg

361.1KB

11/13/2018 9:33 AM

12

The Royal Crap Park.png

2.2KB

11/12/2018 5:22 PM

13

Campus Martius Detroit.JPG

2.7MB

11/11/2018 11:14 AM

14

7F89BADC-0F77-4879-B2B5-6FDACBFA33C4.jpeg

266.9KB

11/10/2018 7:41 AM

15

11993293_318642981592999_4521908625770417660_n.jpg

67.1KB

11/9/2018 5:14 PM

16

Town_Square_Park_Anchorage,_July_2007.JPG

304KB

11/9/2018 4:21 PM

17

2008-02-lacma_lights.0.jpg

166.9KB

11/9/2018 2:55 PM

18

377cced94c9cdb661506f25633bc797e.jpg

134.1KB

11/9/2018 11:12 AM

19

magnolia_playfield-566x372.jpg

103.9KB

11/8/2018 9:57 PM

20

D16AF986-5035-454C-85FF-8143C418A477.jpeg

3.8MB

11/8/2018 7:32 PM

21

5a87e9d8fc7e93486c8b45b6.jpg

212.5KB

11/8/2018 7:22 PM

22

A6A6561-1024x641.jpg

279.7KB

11/8/2018 5:45 PM

23

bali-butterfly-garden--roof-garden-osaka-jp--moscow-russia-garden.JPG

391.4KB

11/8/2018 3:17 PM

24

IMG_20181108_145322.jpg

1.7MB

11/8/2018 2:54 PM

25

img-waterfront-park03-1253x600.jpg

298.4KB

11/8/2018 2:53 PM
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